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Early Morning
Student Is Hurt In
Leap From Building

Miss Harry Mae Simons
Chairman Of UNCF Drive
ut the
Kickoff for the annual Unit- solicit funds througho
effort to reach the
ed Negro College Fund cam -I city in an
paigt1 in the Memphis area goal.
continue
will
drive
is scheduled for 7:30 Monday The
year.
night, Nov. 21. in the Commons through Dec. 31 of this
camCollege
on the LeMoyne
pus.
Miss Harry Mae Simons,
principal of Magnolia Elementary School, will serve as
general chairman of the drive.
The local campaign is part
of a national effort and the
Memphis quota has been se,
at $59,000. Miss Simons said
UNCF hopes to raise $5 millioni
nationally this year.
Money raised for UNCF
throughout the nation is divide,'
among 33 member colleges avd
universities, including LeMoyne
in Memphis and three other
Tennessee schools — Lane
at Jackson, Fisk in Nashville
and Knoxville College.
Miss Simons said scores
will MISS HARRY MAE SIMONS
workers
volunteer
of

3:30 when Stafford (Thomp.
By MARK STANSBURY
came in and said, 'Hamson)
gutted
An early morning fire
on fire,' I immedithe freshmen men's doi ini- lett Hall is
to the second
went
ately
lad
College
Lane
at
tory
building and
the
of
floor
Friday, sending 117 scantily
and kicking
clad students out into 36- started beating
doors.
down
degree weather.
caved in while
The fire apparently started "The roof
on the second floor.
shortly before 4 a.m. in the I was
all of the boys had
attic of Hamlett nall, built After
out of the buildin.%
gotten
in 1941. It was one of three
trouble trying to keep
residence halls for men. The we had
Stanton said.
out,"
them
a
fire quickly spread down
Bobby Nesbitt, 18-year-old
stairway to the second floor
Humboldt, Tenn. Freshman,
One exit in the building was
was released from the hospital
blocked by the flames.
treatment
Stafford Thompson. a senior where he received
ack injuries
b
lower
for
basketassistant
and student
he struck an
ball coach from Jacksonville, sustained when
jumping from
Florida, discovered the fire. oil can after
floor window after
Thompson, returning to his a second
g
the burning buildreenterin
dormitory-Porter Hall, reitems.
personal
for
ing
blaze
the
saw
he
ported
18-year-old
Elliott,
Timothy
at
window
through an attic
of 585 Lauderdale,
3:50 a.m. He alerted George Memphian
ed shoes and
Stanton. Jr., a security guard wearing mismatch
, said
pajamas
his
over
a
coat
who helped spread the alarm
were beginning to
steps
the
the
in
sleeping
freshmen
to
burn when he fled the dorbuilding.
thought they were
"Some of them were gointt mitory. "1
they told me
when
!playing
had
we
and
around in a daze
on fire," he
was
building
the
to help them get in their
added.
clothing." Thompson said.
Ajayi, 19, one of
Fire Chief Ben Warlick of Stephen
students housed
Nigerian
four
the Jackson Fire Dept. had
Hall, had only
Hamlett
in
a
Stanton,
for
praise
great
to grab a coat before
veteran employee of the col- time
the blazing
escaping from
lege. He gave credit for savhis' fellow
and
He
building.
ing the boys' lives to him
passtheir
lost
en
countrym
Stanton said, "I had just
2)
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round
last
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Washington Hi Junior
Is 'Miss Social Belle'

grader
Miss Cheryl Fanion, an 11th Carol Ann Earls. a 12th
School
High
Road
Mitchell
at
Washinggrader at Booker T.
and the fire brought under control in about 45
Mrs.
BATTLING THE BLAZE — Firemen are seen pouring
ton High School and daughter and daughter of Mr. and
The loss was estimated at between $300,000 and
shell
Lake
water into the fire which left Hamlett Hall only a
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Felton Earls, 5139 Horn
51,51.3.35.
by Stansbury)
Frireported
(Photo
last
She
Tenn.,
Road.
the
Jackson.
on the Lane College campus in
Fanion, 561 Edith. is
Miss Trudy Lynn Smith was
a.m.
4
at
reported
was
alarm
first
winner of the third annual
The
day morning
5904 4P.
NAACP-sponsored Miss Social second runnerup with
at
grader
eleventh
an
is
She
Belle contest.
of
The petite young lady re- Hamilton High and daughter
2298
Smith.
n
Jacquely
Mrs.
and
$2,455.91
ported a total of
was crowned at a colorful Sparks.
coronation ball held Friday Others in the top money A n overflow audience College. the local Ministerial for some years. Later he I relatives.
were Miss Carmen Griffin,
at Mount Olive. Green- ! At the funeral the euloo
night at Club Rosewood.
assembled Saturday. Novem- Alliances, members of Collins'pastored
Miss $892.66; Miss Yvonne Mitchell.
Collins Chapel CME was delivered by Bishop B
was
and
atives
her
wood,
represent
and
Crowning
Chapel.
CME
ber 12, at Collins Chapel
Julian Smith. of the First
Roslyn Willis, the outgoing $848.68; Miss Jackie Hoskins, Church for the obsequies of of various other institutiors churches.
$701.26; Miss Brenda Burns,
Boyd was born Episcopal District of the
e.
Reverend
elsewher
and
Miss Social Belle.
Memphis
of
Boyd.1
Benjamin
Jordan
Davis, Rev.
world-famous dancer, team of Cleo and Bernard.
Methodist Church, The
Miss Fanion. a member of $600.65. Miss Gwendolyn
Reverend Boyd died sudden- in Fayette County, _Tennessee.iChristian
86, widel y-known General
Bernice
Miss
and
the
$521.70;
in
Church,
t
educated
was
Methodis
.
v
suffere
y
R
by
And
;assisted
William Cleo Quitman. one of the She has been a solo danCentenar
Officer of the Christian Mettio- ! ly from a heart attack
county
that
of
schools
public
of
or
Collins few Negro leaders in the cer with the famed Goffrey
past
while
8
won a cash prize of $100 and Ransom, $509.96.
'Smith,
Nov.
Tuesday,
•
ed
Church.
l
dist Episcopa
Walter Terry
Contestants reported apwill be given an expense-paid
dance art form, will bring Holder a n d
he was in the office of and received his higher ed- Chapel CME Church.
the
and
$11,000
has appeared
ely
She
of!
in
.
proximat
convenCollege
College
Company
Memphis
Lane
at
church's
national
to
The
trip to the
his family doctor. He had been ucation
Interment was in a mau- her ensemble
performance, on television performances of
tion of the NAACP in Boston NAACP hopes to clear about. Bishops was present, along complaining of a sharp pain Jackson, Tennessee. He first soleum
Park for a benefit
in
New
$8,000. Mrs. Lois L. Tarpley with representlitives of Lane in his chest earlier in the came to Memphis in 1914, to Cementery.
next year.
Sunday night, November 20, Harry Betel° nte's, "The
First runnerup was Miss was general chairman.
day, and decided to go see begin his work at Mt. Pisgah.
in the South Hall of Ellis Strolling Twenties"
his doctor. He had not been He became widely and •
Auditorium. The curtain will Her dance group presents a
rehis
for
known
y
program of varied dances,
favorabl
previously ill.
P rise at 8 p.m.
prominent clergyman ligious and civic activities.
miss Quitman's troupe is the styles range from classiThe
4
I had served as General Secre- He was the father of the
being sponsored in Memphis cal ballet to jazz-blues and
M r s. Beatrice Boyd
; tary of the Pension Depart- late
by the Project Committee of primitive.
St. Thomas Catholic Church. Miss Quitman teaches dancment of the C.M.E. Church Helm, daughter of his first
Proceeds w ill benefit the ing at Cleo Quitman Dance
until his retirement last year. wife, the late Mrs. Etta Dana
and Academy in New Y o r k. She
He had held this post for more Boyd. In 1961 he married
St. Thomas School
! than thirty years. He was a Mrs. Annie Able Boyd lie
Father Bertrand High School. also serves as a prominent
Miss Quitman brings to the' member of the .June Taylor
former Presiding Elder of the survived by Mrs. Boyd,
I South Memphis District a his two stepsons. Mr. Emerson Able
American public the exquisite School, where Jackie Gleason
denomination. He first came and Mr. Whitney Able; one
type of ballet and dance which dancers are recruited. Continuto Memphis as the pastor of niece, Mrs. Helen Dortch, two
has been acclaimed on the ing her own studying, she
Mount Pisgah CME Church, nephews, Rev. Dan Boyd and
New York stag e. S h e is takes special ballet training
Morelli and
W i bon
where he served successfully Mr. William Boyd and other
famous both in America and from
abroad as a ballerina choreog•,voice training from Edward
grapher and staff member of Boatner.
Her troupe tours under the
the June Taylor Dancers.
After a two-year tour of name of "The Cleo Quitman
Quitman re- Dance Generale ''
Europe, Miss
R I X J B. BOYD
turned to the American stage Ticket prtces range from
as one half of the dance box seats in the South Hall.

Final Rites Held For Retired .CME Official

Famed Dance Troupe To
Perform On Sunday Nite

Father Bertrand Gets
1966 Blues Bowl Bid

NEW 'MISS SOCIAL BELLE' — Miss
Cheryl Fanion, a Booker T. Washington
High junior, was crowned "Miss Social
Belle" in a ceremony held last Friday
night at Club Rosewood, and congratulating her is Jack Greenberg of New York

Father Bertrand. picked to( Division champion in the white
League and slated to battle
face Howard High of Chattanoo-i Prep
Friday night for their
CBHS
!
ga on November 25 in the Blues!version
of the city title. Jones
Stadium. I also fired extra point tosses to
Crump
at
Bowl
doubled it not too imposing first Graham, Bolden and Brookins
half score of 03 points against and ran for two himself. Harold
Bishop Byrne and went on to Johnson went across the 61st
turn the close game into a 61-14 hpiositnotry
, the largest in the school's
rout last Sunday afternoon on
the Crump turf. Rugged full- The young Red Knights, who
back Benny Graham set an un- will be participating in the Counconfirmed school scoring mark ty league next year, fought vainby registering 32 points on five ly after being down 13-0 early
touchdowns and two conver- in the game to pull up to 20-14
sions. Derek Wagner chipped in at halftime. It was game little
with two TDs for the Thunder- Ken Rando who gave the Red
bolts, one on a streaking 55
to Knights their big lift, sneaking
yard dash down the sidelines
over from the one and hitting
spike an 80-yard drive.
Lou Baronni with a well exe14-yard touchdown pass
cuted
good
a
had
Clarence Jones
both point,
evening with his passes although Ray Favazzo kicked
kept the Bertrand
gallantry
This
scoring
one
only
managed
he
the secstrike that one, however. cli- floodgates in check until
maxed a four play 93 yard drive ond half when the Thunderbolts
with the Clincher being a 56- ran wild.
City and counsel for the NAACP Legal
yard bomb to Charles Bolden Pass interceptions by Willi..
and Defense Fund. Looking on are Miss in the almost exact place the Parker set up two scores for!
Carol Ann Earls, first runner-up, top, and
strong end caught the winning Bertrand which finishes its regMiss Trudy Lynn Smith, second runner- touchdown a few weeks ago ular schedule with a 8-1-1 rec•
to hang the only defeat on
up. (Withers Photo)
(Continued on Page 2)
Catholic, already the Western

COMING SUNDAY — Appearing here OR
Sunday night at Ellis auditorium will be
these members of the Cleo Quitman Dance
Generale in a benefit recital sponsored

by the Project Committee of St. Thomas
Catholic church. Proceeds will benefit St.
Thomas and Father Bertrand schools.

St. Thomas Church Presents:
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Father Bertrand Gets Student Is Hurt Jumping From Fire
aatil
1966 Blues Bowl Bid

Gardinos Super Market

(Continued ton) Page 1)
college's old dining hall willspirit," Dr. Kirkendoll noted. hoses used in fighting the
be converted into a barracks1
blaze.
ports in the fire.
permanent quarters cant U,pion University's Student
Another freshman, Parker be
'Government Association came Chief Wa Hick said
secured.
three
Conley. VS N. Seventh, also
urged!to the aid of the stricken Lane pumpers and an aerial ladder
(Continued from Page 1)
to Larry Stevenson then added of Memphis, wasted
no time Mayor George Smith
s t udents by launching a truck answered the 4 a.m.
two safeties when the Hai1ton in getting out of the
dormitory. all Jackson citizens and or-'"clothes caravan," collecting
ord, the 'Bolts finest campaign punter watched two passes
general alarm. He said t h e
from "I new." he exclaimed later ganizations to come to the
clothing on their campus and blaze was contain
in quite a spell. No reason was center
ed within
sail out of the end under wraps of a blanket,
aid
of
the
college
and
student
s
delivered them to Lane.
the
given wby Bertrand got the nod zone attempt
minutes
after
firemen
arrived
ing to pass in the only thing he salvaged
and
said
the city intends to
from
over Manassas to play in the waning seconds
of the second his room. .
take official action to provide Jackson merchants also do- and was substantially under
Blues Bowl. We might point out guarter. It
was homecoming for
nated clothing to the fire control after 45 minutes.
any assistance it can.
that Bertrand became the first both schools.
Lane's president, Dr Chester
The
college
president had victims'
school in the Prep League eligiLane's president estimated
A. Kirkendoll, said arrangeble to accept a bowl bid since Trigg, who has passed for ments have been made for words of praise for the Jack-1 Lt. Nelson Hodge, 25-year the replacement cost of we
the TSSAA requires a team to over 15 touchdowns this season, temporary housing for the son Madison Red Cross Chap- veteran of the Jackson Fire building at 1300,000 to $400,000.
ter volunteers who were at Dept., suffered an apparen
have won at least seven games. as Manassas continues to win displaced students.
t
He re- the scene early in
the morning .heart attack only 15 minutes
Bertrand's win over Melrose after a first game lost to Car- ported several offers of
pri- assisting students and firemen
ver,
passed
for
three
TD's
and
., after he and other firemen had
two weeks ago put the Thundervate homes and said the
"They certainly showed a fine hooked up one of seven fire
bolts in the bowl business. scored once himself in the
Manassas won its seventh game Tigers' smashing 51-13 plasterlast Friday night by walloping ing of Burt. It should be quite
Clarksville Burt 51-13 as Wilbur an aerial circus when he
Trigg continued his sharp pass- , matches throws with Terry Har- Is Dangerous
log. Melrose, pitted agains,t"is of Melrose this week.
Manassas this week on Thursday'
LONDON (UPI)----The recipe
night at Crump for the league
says add laurel leaves but a
championship, didn't qualify for
publishing firm is rushing a
the Blues Bowl when
correction to those who bought
—
0 0 0 HOGUE
beat them and left its record i u
Rs $10 cook book.
LONDON — (UPI) — Twenty
at 5-3.
It seems that -a mistake was
policemen scrambled onto the made in
translating the recipe
Melrose can become the first roof of a 20 story building
here into English from French.
The
city champion that won't tI
u..ve after excited callers said a man translat
or should have said
the opportunity to play in the there was waving a pistol.
bay leaves instead of laurel
annual charity classic. If, An actor was doing just
that leaves, which are poisonous in
Manassas wins, the Tigers will —during filming of a spy thrill.
some forms because they conhave to share the crown wither.
tain prussic acid.
Bertrand. In the event of a tie
the Thunderbolts will become
co-champs with Melrose.

421 South Orleans St.'
BARGAINS GALORE !!!
THANKSGIVING TURKEYS

We Are Authorized To
Accept Federal Food Coupons
FREE— DELIVERY

HOGUE & KNOTT

Translation

Policemen Raid
HowardSoy Thriller

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

!1-13

•

& KNOTT COUPON LILL_LL00:13 0

HENDERSON'S

It is not known how much the
Blues Bowl announcement will
have on the participants' morale, but it is hardly possible,
that the two teams will be as
keyed up for each other as they
were when they fought it out
in the title game last year at
the end of the season. An ideal
bowl match would have been
a rematch between Bertrand
and Manassas, the later team
a one point winner in their only
appearance this year.
Carver won a loosely played
game with Hamilton. 10 to 9. in
the only eague game played
last week. The Cobras struck
early on a 18 yard touchdown
pass play from James Thaxton

PETERS DEPT. STORE

Expiration
Date
Nov. 22

1685 S. LAUDERDALE ST.
WE WELCOME
BRING THIS AD

I

TO THE STORE

WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
FROM OUR
MEAT DEPARTMENT

13A.G 14

111111111111

111111111111111111111141

SWEET Large10 Small 4 Lb. 19(
POTATOES Size Lb. Size Bag

AND REGISTER FOR A FREE $5.00
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I
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PHONE
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9
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9
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A
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A
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PSO TRAINEE — A Memphian, James B. McCullough, left, has just completed the first extensive
two week indoctrination ses-

sion conducted by the Post
Office Department in
Washington, D.C., and here
he is seen chatting with I.
C. Pattison, regional direc•

•
tor of the Memphis Region,
which includes Alabama,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
—

Memphian Among 77 In Melrose PTA
Plans Progra
Washington For Course

M

'MISS FRESHMAN' — In keeping with tradition the Owen
College freshman class recently chose a "Miss Freshman,"
and receiving the honor was Miss Verna Clara Hamilton,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. C. N. Hamilton of 4912 Ortie
drive. She is a graduate of Mitchell Road High School
and following studies at Owen plans to enroll in the City
of Memphis hospital School of Nursing. She is president
of the Deb Society of Owen. (Withers Photo)

Jaycees To Stage Benefit Dance

Jaires B. McCulloughof the first six months of an inMemphis has just completed Postal Service Officers which
The Club Rosewood will bei economically deprived.
the site. November 19, 1966 is More than 110 families were
the first extensive two week is designed to equip field repreeffort.
The Melrose High School the date . . . when Memphians recipients of the 1965
indoctrination session conduct- sentatives of the Post Office
made to
being
now
are
Plans
of
support
in
Association will be dancing
ed by the Post Office Depart- Department to assist postmas- Parent - Teacher
Christmas Project, make the "Dance For Toys" one
Jaycee
the
ment in Washington, D. C. for ters in solving problems related will sponsor a special program "Toys For Tots".
of the finest social affairs of $500 GIFT TO LeMOVNE — A check for
right: H. P. Oliver, Memphis manager tee
Postal Service Officer to handling and processing the in December at the school.
the year.
College
the saltines, and Don Hayes, district sale,
to
LeMoyne
was
presented
$500
For many years the Jaycees
trainees, Regional Director I. mounting volumes of mail.
featuring a play entitled (Junior Chamber of Commerce The Jaycees' president, Ern-1 this week by officials of American Airlines.
manager for American. LeMoyne was one
Splendor."
C. Pattison, Jr., said today.
Presiof several colleges receiving gifts tram
members) have spearheaded a est Owens, invites all citizens
n
LeMoyne
the
to
Making
presentatio
Mr. McCullough was chosen "Autumn
•
.
drive to provide toys for many "to help tbring joy into the eyes dent Hollis F. Price (center) are left to
Mr. McCullough was one of from the career ranks on the
American.
All Melrose parents and pachildren."
wanting
many
of
and
socially
are
who
children
77 Postal Service Officer train- basis of a written and oral ex- trons are being given a special
ees from every section of the amination conducted last fall. call to be present Monday
nation appointed by Postmaster His past performance in the night, Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m.,
meetGeneral Lawrence F. O'Brien Memphis post office also played for the regular monthly
ing, and to assist in the comto receive the special technical
role in his being se- pletion of plans for next
training in the nation's capitol. a major
A meeting of the Woman's
month's program.
lected.
completes
The indoctrination
/A4./.! TASTER,PUSSYCAT. KILL!BULL!FASTER PUSS
.
Fellowship of Second Congre'KILL! / A.STLA PUSSYCAT! KILL!
the American College Research SUNI Ann= AmmrsLates
gational church will be held at
Libraries. His articles have
Junevile Court Judge Ken- at 12:15 p.m. today. They will the home of Mrs. Ruth Watson
h.
neth A. Turner will step down be served sandwiches and cof- of 741 Walker ave. on Friday
been published in the Library
night, Nov 18, at 7.
from his bench to discuss the fee.
Journal, Journal of Negro EduHostesses for the meeting will
throughout
youth
of
problems
cation, Bulletin of Bibliography
rethe
RIDE MIA
Judge
Mrs. Melba Briscoe, Mrs.
is
book
be
week.
this
Tunley's
Mr.
the
world
and most recently in The Rub- ,The ACT/OK GALA,
Turner will review the book, sult of a wide-spread study of Grace Young, Mrs. Elza Wynne.
Off, a publication of the Art
"Kids, Crime and Chaos", by maladjusted youth. It Is part Mrs. Grace Brandon and Mrs.
Guild Bindery.
Roul Tunley. He will be the of a world study. This world Ruth Beauchamp.
srmauNG
I UPI! • ;511 RI • litumit • Piiimu • ;Tice • alL011 • 4;1 guest speakr
I
His survivors include his
Mrs. Mary A. McWilliams is
BRA SATANA • Nth •;
on Cossitt Li report on juvenile deliquency
Ill
At
•
1 00igt it lin Still
,
'Magi 01 "grigriregir
II
HIS NMI rlo
Woad
Rev. John Charles
by
two
president.
Sprague;
started
Ellen
Mrs.
wife,
g
With
survey
a
on
"Launchin
,brary's
based
is
College
INSTITUTE, librarian at Iowa State
TUSKEGEE
daughter s, Mrs. Carolyn
Bossard, University Mickle is president.
this
Thursday
program
James
Books"
Dr.
Tuskegee.
to
coming
before
Sprague,
Ala. — Morteza D.
Hamil- Sprague Milam and Miss Lunoon (Nov 17). Taped-live the of Pennyslvania sociologist.
head librarian at Tuskegee In- He held degrees from
review will be broadcast over
University, Ellen Sprague, both of Clevefeels that
Howard
College,
ton
died
years,
30
nearly
stitute for
Philadelphia tries. The author
Capt.
a
Army
son,
Ohio;
land,
the
at
WMPS-FM the same evening T h e Greater
and
University
more nonsense has been spoken
Columbia
Mr.
unexpectedly here yesterday
ned
commissio
movement
during the 8 o'clock hour.
o, Mr. William D. Sprague, who was
in the name of com(Nov. 3). He was 57 years-old University of Chicag work enroute to Viet Nam; and a
Tunley, a newsppaer reporter, and done
all
completed
y than in
delinquenc
had
Sprague
bating
death.
the day of his
Mr. Tunley, the author, exa- to complete the survey and to
toward the doctor degree with grandson, Drexel Reed,
any other areas of law.
many
it,
In
report.
to
the
attempts
combat
the
mines
write
A native of Washington, D. C. the exception of his disserta•
juvenile delinquency from the contrasts are made between Judge Turner has earned naMr. Sprague was found sitting tion. He is listed in Who's Who
point of view of the citizen who methods of handling juvenile tion-wide attention with his
in a chair at his home near in America and Who's Who in
Juvepays for them.
delinquency in the United States, methods in the Memphis
the Tuskegee campus, by col- Library Science.
Court.
nile
coun-,
as compared with other
leagues concerned over his not
For caritique of these youth
having reported for work nor During his tenure as libraprograms devloped both at
answering the telephone. He rian, the Tuskegee library has
home and abroad, the public IS
now
it
where
point
a
to
was pronounced dead at 7:30 grown
to the Cossitt Library
invited
p.m. Thursday by the Insti- ranks in the top ten percent
tute's hospital medical director. among southern college libraCLASSIFIED AD
Mr. Sprague had been associ- ries.
ated with Tuskegee Institute Mr. Sprague held membersince 1930, during which time ships in the American Library
I
2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
he served as English depart. Association, Southeastern LibraSERVIC:F
FOR ECONOMY
ment head, chairman of the; ry Association, Alabama Librahumanities division and libia-i ry Association, and was a memrian. He was assistant to thel ber of the grants committee of
sae'
Call Tommy Hifi
•
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
OF BEAUTIFUL AVON
Cosmetics in great demand. You
HILL PLUMBING
Can Cash In On This Big Sell& TILE CO.
ing Season Be the AVON representative -in your neighbor
BATHROOM REMODELING
hood. Working morning, afterA SPECIALTY
comnoon, or evening at 40%
mission. You can earn $5.00 or
Showroom • 549 South Cooper near Peabody
more per hour.
Call Mrs. Pegg 2724042

For December

hay DAISY

Library Features Judge

Fellowship Meet
To Be Held Friday

,Turner In Book Review

1117silv

Veteran Librarian At
Tuskegee Dead, 57

Now
Showing

ILL!
KILL!

Plus "ECCO" an orgy of sights and sounds"
Coming "A MAN CALLED ADAM"

Ibirlane

PLUMBING REPAIRS

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS

w-right,

'66
CLOSE

„

274-6765

OUT
Sc LE

CHOOSE.'

35"
Sizes to 13—AAA to 0
4aor

AVON CALLING
HOUSEWIVES

Sue 13 dittIttl* hither

smooth !lama grain calfTHE. BUCKNELL ... Soft
tip styl mg. Block or brown.

skin slip-on with smart wing
SHOES, MEZZANINE

own shifting, the 4-Teed la
•ou want to do
for you. Fairlane's optional 4-speed manual transmission (available with VA..) is fully synchronised with
higher numerical ratio in hest gear. Gives fait takeoff
from standing start. Floor-mounted shift lever has ponbye renSPigetg lockout.

FAIRLANES

Charge Account* Invited

FAIRLANES

FAIRLANES

THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES

LEO KING
when you buy Wright
For proper fitting and counseling
shoes at B.J.R.
selling
been
has
who
Leo
Shoes, See
for over 25 years.

99 South Main Street

Sport soot
Cruise-O-Sfatic Itrive„ which permits both manual
aaiautoniaticshift,nt. For manual Rear changing. In,
aloft lever back to LOS, (I) and upahift through 2nd
(21 and into High or Ilrive (I)). For fully automatic
shifting, simply move levee to Drive and go'
Spct in+ .tin the F.airt•ne 1.1.5 k, DC.

COME IN TODAY... IT ONLY ;IKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL
BETTER BUY AT

l

HERIFF FORD

e450 SUMMER AVE.

41511•11.51
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• • .
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Local Pastor To Speak

Mt. Olive Choir Gives

Metropolitan

On Panel In Birmingham

A Concert At St. Paul

To Host Owen

A Memphis minister, Rev welcome most of the 169 new
R . W. Norsworthy, pastor of churches which joined the ConMt. •Moriah Baptist church vention it its September Annual
here will be among the promi• Session in Memphis this year
nent panelists discussing "Cur It is expected that there will
rent Problems of the Local be several new additions at
Church" in Birmingham, Ala- the Birmingham session.
bama at the Southern Regional The meeting is Birmingham
Convention of the Progressive is a prelude to the nation-w1
National Baptist Convention Extra Session which will latit
Inc., in its meeting in Nov held in St. Louis, Mo., at Christ
Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church.
29 — Dec. 1.
.The Convention will meet at 1341 N. Kingshighway itivd
First Baptist Graymont, pas- Jan. 18, 1967. The Rev. E. R
tored by Rev. R. M. Joseph. Williams is the host pastor *Representatives from all over this adjourned Session of thal
the Southern Region and visi- Progressive Convention. 'The
tors from across the nation will public is invited.
attend the meeting.
Dr. 0. H. Stinson, president
of the Southern Region. Will
rally the significant meeting
around the theme: "The Hour
Has Come." Sermons will be
delivered by Rev. J. H. Lockett,
of Georgia and Rev. W. L.
Hobbs of Alabama. The theme Thomas A. Ayers, clarinetist,
will feature outstanding dis will be aitampanied by John
cussions: Reverends H. C McKay when he renders an
Cherry, Miss.. M. L. King, Sr., hour-long concert at LeMoyne
Georgia; and L. S. Steil of College this Friday morning.
Georgia. Panelists discussing Nov. 18.
"Current Problems, of the Lo- Both are professors in the
-cal Church," will include: Res music department at University
of Iowa Mr. McKay appeared
erends R. M. Lee, Florida:
R. W. Norsworthy, Tennessee in a piano recital at LeMoYno
last year.
and Paul Johnson, North CaroThe clarinet concert is schedlina.
uled for Bruce Hall on the LeThe Convention will have au
Moyne campus and will start
its closing speaker on Thursday
It 10:30 a.m. It will be free
evening, Dec. 1. Dr. Gardner and
the public is invited.
C. Taylor, president of Ihe The
concert is the outgrowth
Progressive National Baptist
of an exchange program beConvention, Inc. The ''Prn tween
LeMoyne and University
gressives" of the South will of
Iowa.

The sixth anniversary of the Mary R .Johnson, Mrs. Jespie
S. H. Herring Sanctuary choir Thomas, Mrs. Thyra Taylor. The Reverend S. A Owenand
of St. Paul Baptist church was Mrs. Sadie Edwards, Mrs. Jac- the members of the Metropolicelebrated during a program Queline Satterfield and Mrs. tan Baptist church, 767 Walker
held at the St. Pau] Baptist June Glenn.
ave., have proclaimed Nov. 20,
church at 1144 E. McLemore
ave. on Sunday afternoon, Nov. Other soloists were Mrs. as Owen College Day.
Louise Raglan d, alto; Wil6. at 3:30.
lie Cage and Haywood Nichols, The church will host the SunThe program featured the Mt.
tenor, and Robert Taylor, bass. day School Department of Owen
Olive CME Cathedral Choir unin its regular 9:30 a.m. service.
der the direction of Willford Eva Jessy e's "Simon the The college minister
and choir
Fisherman"
narrated
was
by
Glenn, with Russell Wilson orwill conduct the regular 11:00
Virgie
Mrs.
Matthews.
ganist and Mrs. June Glenn,
a.m. worship.
The program was concluded
pianist.
The choir performed a wide by remarks by the pastor, Dr. All members of the Owen
College family, teachers, staff
range of sacred compositions, S. H. Herring.
and included Molotte's "The Officers of the choir express- and students, are looking forLord's Prayer;" Mendelssohn's ed appreciation to Mt. Olive ward to an inspirational day at
"Hear Ye Israel" from "The Cathedral's choir for the pro- the Metropolitan Bap.
tist Church.
Elijah"; Herbert's "Let Mount gram.
Zion Rejoice;" Mozart's "Gloria in Excelsis," and Wilhou- dim
sky's "Battle Hymn of the Re-

Clarinetist To
Play Nov.18

gnus!tatucir tioutem INSKY • 86 PION

..)1110CIDI7 ME OISTIIIIIM CO.. FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY

public."

Soprano soloists were Mrs.

ORGANS.PIANOS
Ready For One-Man Show..t
Gregory Ridley, Jr., assistant professor of Art at
Tennessee State university,
explains his "Prophet" to
Miss Frances E. Thompson,
head of Art at the University. This piece of ebony
will be a part of his one-

man showing Nov. 21-Dec.
19. Both Ridley and Miss
Thompson are Tennessee
State graduates Mr. Ridley
also studied with Aaron
Douglas at Fisk. Says Miss
Thompson, "Ridley experiments in all mediums and
is good in them all. At

Trenton
News

present he is doing research on the Civil War.
When he gets it where he
wants it, he will begin to
put it in art form." A native of Nashville, his master's degree was earned at
t h e University of Louisville.

Willing Workers
Plan Program

S8995

•Wigs
•Refrigerators 514995
•Hardware
•Paint S259 Per Gallon •Toys
•Furniture
Register Now
FOR FREE WIG OR PORTABLE T.V.

MEMPHIS TRANSIT ,AUTHORITY

Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins
Ext.

TO

Street Addrou
City

Zone No.
State

PLAYING

"Let's
Cole
The
Races"

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

sol.s•s•r,..ce• Rentals

WI
N
2
1, 0
$5u00

Mrs. Gladys Agnew of Michi•
The Willing Workers club of
gan City, Ind., is in the city! Greenwood CME church
will
visiting her brother. Lev Reid,1 celebrate its annual
Harvest
and members of his family. Program and
Tea at the church
Mrs. Lossie B. Barnett if on Sunday, Nov. n.
Detroit is visiting her mother
Members and friends of the
in-law and friends
club are invited, as well as thel
Mrs. Lois Williams was dis general public.
missed last week from the GibMrs. Verna Washington is
son General hospital and is president of the
club, Mrs. Maimproving nicely at home.
Taylor in charge of pubMrs. Nancy Russell has beeni licity, and Mrs. Lu Vara Johngoing to Memphis for tests at!son, chairman of the program
and tea.
the Baptist hospital.
Mrs. Martha Reid has been i Rev. E. L. Brown is pastor
transferred from the Madison of the church.
County hospital to Memphis for
special examinations.
eulogy was given by Rev.
Funeral for Mr. V. M. Wil- Halliburton. Burial was in
liams was held on Nov. 2 at the Ward's Memorial Garden. His
Martin Tabernacle CME grandsons were pallbearers.
church.
The family wishes to thank
He was a member of the Mt. everyone for kindnesses shown
Orange Baptist church. The during the hour of sorrow.

4=11111.111111ffigam
A AA A SALES
226 S. Main St.

1 New Subscription Order

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

Mrs. Sallie Carr of Chin.is visiting the city.

America's Largest Selling 6 YearOld Kentucky Bourbon

1966

ten

$100 WINNER

You Can Get
Your Race Cards
For Saturday's Race

$100 WINNER

HOEHN HAS GOT IT'

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

4{,

4.- Ca,pon Out and Mo,I to the Abode address or Brono Coupon tc
the sto.e.

For Information Call

526 4854

CARS OF YOUR CHOICE

KEN-HALL AUTO SALES
1517 SO. BELLEVUE
61 CAD 4 DR. H.T. FULL POWER Sharp
51 CHEV V 8 AUTO. 4 DR. H.T S200
58 CAD AIR FULL POWER
S300
60 1-BIRD 2 DR. H.T. FULL POWER S895
60 CAD FULL POWER - 4 OR. HT. S 1195
60 FORD 2, DR H.T. V 8 AUTO. Sharp
532 Dr. JAG Sports
'600
60 FORD
V 8 AUTO. R&H
S250
59 MER 4 DR. H T R&H '450
60 BUICK 4 DR 'AIR CLEAN S500
YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH KEN
SEE
PHONE
SEE

Ken

946-5378 Gordon

'STOP & GO'SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWNTOWNERS!

Mr. J. L. Keys

1409 Starr
Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Rosella March
1946 Timothy Cove
Memphis, Tenn.

367 Union
527-4471

dET
COIN'TO

2989 Summer
323-5594

$100 WINNER

$100 WINNER

r1.1
.
1.00
,

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
241 Vance Ave.
Mon+ ph,,.

JA 7-9320
Tonnestoe

Makes What Yea Ask lot And
Creates Whet You Think

"YOUR Company

or

Miss Vivian Mae Butter
2097 Perry Rd.
Memphis. Tenn.

5 BIG RACES EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT
CHANNEL 5 wmar
AT 7:30 PM.:
FUN FOR EVERYONE:
BE A WINNER
Mrs. Onnie Souisberry
1417
SHOP BIG STAR
Rayon
Memphis, Teno.
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Young Journslists. . .Whittier Sengstacke, Jr., tleft),
editor-in-chief of "The Meter," Tennessee State Univrsity's student newspaper,
and Edward Harris, executive editor, are shown about
to enplane for Associated
Collegiate Press Conference
held last week in Philadel-

phia, Pa. The conference is
held annually to promote
better relations between
college newspapers and to
exchange ideas and included workshops in such areas
as editorials, layout. photography a n d special features. Mr. Edwards is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mar.

QUEEN OF BSU — Members of the Baptist Student Union
of Owen College recently elected Miss Rosie Wilbourn as
queen of the orpnization. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Wilbourn of Sardis, Miss„ she was graduated from
North Panola Nocational High School at Como, Miss. A
freshman, she plans to transfer to Memphis State University for teacher training. At Owen she has served as Sunday school secretary and assistant teacher in the Baptist
Student Union.

ion D. Edwards of 2751 Barron. Memphis, while Sengstacke is the son of Mr
a n d Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, Sr . of 1634 South
Parkway, Memphis
Mr.
Sengstacke. Sr., publishes
the Tri-State Defender in
Memphis. (Joe Zinn Photo)

-

.s*

Plan New Afrotc fleadquar-!
ters . . . Lt. Col, Hannibal
Cox, Jr.. USAF, left, goes
over with Tennessee State
University President W. S.
Davis the plans for renovating Air Force ROTC

.01.1
PLANNING BENEFIT DANCE — Members of the Bluff
City Junior Chamber of Commerce are planning for a
mammoth "Dance for To”" to be held at Club Rosewood at
1915 S. Lauderdale st. on Saturday night, Nov. IL Shown
here, from left, are Rufus Jones, Charles W. Westbrooks.

standing; Harrell Moore and Ernest Owens, president of
the organization, with a boy who represents the many
youngsters who will benefit from the dance. Tickets may
be obtained from any member of the Bluff City Jaycees
or at the door.

quarters on the NashviPu
school's campus. Looking on
are Dr. William N. Jackson,
dean of Faculty, second
from left, and Col. Louis
A. Garvin, Area D Commander, ROTC, who was oh

official business at the University. These new plans
call for enlarging space for
cadet and staff use as well
as classroom space. (Joe
Zinn Photo)

MEMPHIAN IN VIETNAM —
Seaman Travis Brooks, United
States Navy, son of Mrs. Lee E.
Brooks of 794 William st., has
reported for duty at the Naval
Support Activity in Da Nang,
Viet Nam. The activity was
estuhlished to meet requirements for combat logistic support of operations in Viet Nam.
About 3.500 Navy officers and
men are assigned to the activity.

Merry Prints For Christmas
Prints are the rage this year and holiday gifts
made of printed fabrics are expected to. prove a
bonanza in providing ideas to the normally_barrassed
.shopper of Christmas gifts.

adress or telephone books, a
bright printed handkerchief and
tie to match, or an unusual
printed golf cap.
For big or little sister, small
Whether the gifts are big or little, there's a wide interesting gifts can be found
under the Christmas tree.
with removable printed match-; —
ed cotton with the a 'etc charm
For the little girl, warm quilt
ing watch bands.
of white cuffs and, buttoned ed printed booties to match an
• •
s
down collar, others in a select- identical printed robe will giss
These bands, incider1..11y, can
tion of elegantly printed stripes. great pleasure.
be changed to suit the total
And for b i g sister, a wild
Start a trend by giving your
look and a given set of accessorfavorite man a big box full of animal print will fill the bill
for any television gazing or
ies.
surprises.
Another idea for men is a Exquisitely wrapped, these hi-fi listening.
range of exciting, appealing
bright selection of printed shirts, small gifts could contain
items in printed fabrics to
some in the new printed flower- for instance, printed note books,
please even the most discriminating.
Special gifts always appredated by the men of the
house are the great new-look
wide a n d bold printed ties,
circa 1930.

Add a latch of ccior to your bedroom.

Miss Mary Alice Butler. "Miss Homecom•
ing" for 1966-67 and members of her royal
court are left to right: Miss Carla Crutchfield, 10-2 grade, 2nd alternate, Miss Mary

Lester Coronation Fete Proves Gala Affair
CAPTAIN OF HAWKS — Len Wilkens is starting his
seventh year with the Hawks, and the 28-year-old captain
of the club had his best season as a pro last year. In 69
games he had an 18.0 mark, missing 11 due to injury.

Subtract:
rut n ing,

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY
St. Thomas Church Presents:
CLEO QUITMAN DANCE GROUPE

climbing,
rustling,
and
getting up
at night.

•

(mat else that costs so lithe saves you so many steps?) .

NOVEMBER 20, 1966
ELLIS AUDITORIUM
Varied dances —

Fabulously costumed - Classical Ballet to

the Authentic Jazz-Blues or Primitive.
Talented cast in a vibrant program sure to please all
^

CLEO QUITMAN
Internationally Known Ballerina And Choreographer &
JOSEPH JOHNSON Jr.. Noted Congo Drimnier.

Time-8 P.M.-Ellis Auditorium
For ticket reservations: Call Tri-State Defender Jackson 6 8397
First floor and first balceony $4.00 Box seats $4.50
Second balcony $3.00 Remainder cf seats $1.50

Southern Bell
•

•

I

r

•

Alice Butler, "Miss Homecoming" of 12-5
grade and Miss Cheryl Berry of 12-I grade
and 1st alternate are seen following the
coronation services. Oct. 26.

Ir•

In a gala "Coronation" pro- Pope, Sr. He resides at 84
chairman of the coronation,
gram, lovely "Miss Home- Woodland Ave., His first alterassisted by Mrs. E. T. Holmes
' coming", Miss Mary Alice nate is Miss Donna .Humphrey
as co-chairman. Mrs. M. 11.
Butler, walked the ramp built of the 3rd grade and the second
Sanders was general chairman
for the occasion, while Charles • alternate is Miss Nattaiyri
of "homecoming" activities
/ Taylor sang "There They Are" Jones of 2-2 grade. Little Misses with Mrs. Doris Ray
as coDetria Elaine Bolton and Sheila
on October 26
chairman. Mrs. Raychelle Ls
Johnson are the future "Miss Carhee
"Miss Homecoming" is in the
was chairman of pub112-5 Grade, a majorette and a'Homecoming" of Carpenter licity. Mr. R. H. Morris is prin.
emeii ars School.
I cipal and Mr. John E. Wesley
I popular student. She plans to
Mrs M. F Jones served as is the assistant principal.
attend Fisk University. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Velvet
Jean Butler of 2886 Mimosa
Avenue.
"Mr. Homecoming" for Lester High for 1966-67 is Otis
Clark. 12-5 Grade. Baseball is
one of Clark's hobbies. He plans
to enter Christian Brothers College and major in Engineering.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Clark of 1063 Ramona.
The first alternate to "Miss
Homecoming" is Miss Cheryl
Berry of 12-1 Grade. The second alternate is Miss Caria
Crutchfield of 10-2 Grade. Miss
Rita Parker of 770 Grade is
"Miss Homecoming" for the
Junior High School and Mr.
Walter Carson of 8-5 is "Mr.
Homecoming" for the Junior
High School,
Miss Bernice Freeman of 12-1
was selected as "Miss Football
Queen" by the football team
and was presented during the
half-time ceremonies of the
Homecoming game.
Carpenter Elementary "Miss
Homecoming" is Little Miss
Ruby Holland of 1-2 Grade.
Her hobby is dancing. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Eddie Hall. They reside at
3042 Crystal. Apt. "B" "Mr.
"MR. & MRS. HOMECOMING"
Homecoming" is Master Jame,'
Miss Mary Alice Butler, "Miss Homecoming" and Otis
Otis Pope. Jr., of Grade 1-2.
Clark, "Mr. Homecoming" are seen immediately after the
His hobbies are dancing and
crowning of "Miss Homecoming" in the Lester High Gymplaying records. He is the son
natorium.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Otis

•.•

.11b.
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The schools observed "Ameri- and Mrs. Barbara Stewart,
can Education Week" with col- secretary. Don't forget the date,
orful boards and pictures depict- Saturday November 19. ing the various topics of the The building program is on
Cs
individual rooms, with a hearty the was for the center, and there
welcome to parents and friends are peonle interested in mainwho cared to visit. The strange taming the school. Mr. Cunningthing is that very few are insees to it that they get
"The South's lodopoodont Wookly"
terested in visiting unless somead each week, The Junior
things wrong with heir child'
amber of Commerce has givNum Office: 236 South Wellingtoo — Phone JA 6.8391
The Stigall Ely .ontary P.T.A. en the milk for a month Miss
tinder the eficicnt leadershla *able Northcross with some of
Memphis, Tom - 38126
of Mrs. Mattie Fly announced.i her friends sent a dozen rots,
. and made plans for A "Family The Pulliams furnished some
JOHN' H. SENGSTACKE
Publisher
Night Supper" that was a sue- meat, and Miss Minnie E. T.
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
cess in spite of the small at-I Gore of St. Louis is furnishing
McCANN L. REID
Editor
tendance. Each table was de- I each bed with a blanket.
corated with a plant and colorBRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr
...... Advertising Manager
What a blessing it is to have
ful napkins. The food was de-; friends who will come ,to your
RAY A. WICKS
Circulation Manaver
licious spiced with two lovely( rescue.
.
talks from two of the parents.! YOUNG PEOPLE KILLED
'Subscription yew One visor, SS; ex months, 11.50. (2•yeor sonde, Sub;crIptIon retie
Responsibil
urisoilcit•d
Monuscript
lty
for
S
TO;t•
Not
Doti&
Defender
$10) The Tri•Stot•
Mrs. Lillian Fly and Mrs.‘1 Death claimed two ptominent
New Tri-Stot• Publishing Co. Second
.Or Photos. Publisked Every Thursdoy by the
Shirley Poston gave some very young people, Mrs. Mattie WarMerck
2, 1{79.
Class Postage Pisid at Memphis, T•nei....., Unclitr Act of
interesting remarks on "Educa- lick Glenn, daughter of Mr. and
Notionol Advertising R•pr•sentotives
tion Adds Up". They showed the Mrs. Casey Warlick, and Paul
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avenue, trl•w York 17, N.Y.
ipreparation made for the oc- Pearson, age 18, son of Mr.
casion, and those attending were and Mrs. Albert Pearson, when
1. generous in the praise they so the car in which they were ridSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
, much deserved. Mrs. Martha ing overturned in a small creek
!Lacey was program chairman. on the Humboldt Lake Road.
Following the addresses a film Their bodies were found the
"They Met in Galilee," was next day. Their funerals were
shown.
held at Morning Star Baptist .
Mrs. Fly, the chairman is a church one the day after the
en
otunagt s
edy
mtiagnair
was
, the
tireless worker and with a little other, Tshtu
help she could soon have enough
money to purchase the piano this year. Mrs. Gleen sang in
each school needs. But as it the gospel choir at Morning Star
was with a few teachers present church, and played for the youth
The tides of history may wash away such a pitch in the national conventions
and still fewer parents, they choir at Porter's Grove church.
the footprints of the devil himself. In the in 1968, that a wide-open split is ineviwere able to count very near The funeral of Mr. Frank Horcase of Gov. Wallace of Alabama, the im- table. In the process, t h e two major
!eighty dollars. Mesdames Susie ton was held on Nov. 5. He was
. Westbrook, Mary Marable, the father of Mrs. Lola Mae
print of his political toes may be too parties will have so weakened themselves
Pearl Phillips, Lou Pack, Grace Mathis and was 100 years and
deep to be swept away by the ebb and that third party ticket would have little
; Yarbrough, Dicia Hamilton and nine months old,
flow of time. His shrewd manipulation, or no trouble in capturing the national
klMitiessheEnntiud
ps thaessp
isltaetdesinfilltehde He lived in Henderson, Tennessee and left 2 children, 10
keep
his demagoguery and Gargantuan thirst Presidential election.
grandchildren, 35 great-grand
and rolling.
for power may bring about a drastic
Mrs. Louise Cooper was at children and five great-greatThis projection is not at all out of j
change in the political climate in Dixie,
the door and Mr. Bond assisted grandchildren.
the
realm
of
probabil
ity.
If Goldwater's I
perhaps in the nation as a whole.
where ever needed, closing with The family expressed deep apIto vote in the Ninth Congrcs- l a system that ranks property
disciples and reactionary doctrine over- THE GRIDER LOSS
a short talk. Principal Clark ran preciation for t h e kindness
.
The election results in Alabama whelm the GOP delegates to the conven- The defeat of Congressman sional District, took too much lover people. The Republican the film and thanked all who shown during their sorrow. Mrs.
Party generally and conserva - made the effort possible.
Jewel Gammonds of Cleveland,
have widened Wallace's scope of in- tion in 1968 as they did in 1964, there George W. Grider in last week's for wanted in Mr. Grider's tive Democrat
s in particular The PTA of the Gillespie Day Ohio, attended the funeral and
case. True, the predominantly
fluence. His prestige as a national figure will be wholesale desertion of the party general election caused a lot Negro
vote in the district wept are out of step with the de- Care Center will try its hand was able to visit her relatives
is heightened by what is tantamount to at the polls. The same situation may pro- of head-shaking, frowns, and to the Congressman. But it was mands of the times. They look with a chitterling and spaghetti while away from home.
a massive endorsement of his anti-civil duce the same results. Except that this gnashing of teeth among local not a large enough percentage back and hold back. Meanwhile supper next Saturday beginning The pupils of Mrs W. S. Vance
Negro voters and their friends.
the people muddle along, when at 4 p.m. at Stigall Elementary. are eagerly trying to raise the
rights policy.
time a ruinous Republican defeat may Negroes in other areas also of the voters. Only about 44 they (Republicans & conservaThey are trying to build up a highest amount of money for the
per cent of those qualified prefelt a keen sense of loss. Thnre
Democrats) have control, nice sum for the center, and crown of "Miss Musician" to be
He wants to head a third party pave the way for the triumph of a third was also an uneasy vague feel- sented themselves at the ballot tive
box. The approximately 56 per in the cattle tracks of the past. everyone is asked to come by given at the recital at St. James
ticket in 1968. The successful primary party ticket.
ing of guilt. The thought per- cent
and get their dinner for that Baptist church, Sunday, Novemwho were qualified . .
Perhaps
campaign he led in 1964 in Wisconsin, InWhen to this possibility is added the sisted that somehow, Negroes but who didn't go to the polls, Memphis Negro voters in night. There will be hot dog her 27.
and other areas will sandwiches and drinks
also. The proceeds will go to the
diana, and Maryland seems to have re- great schism that the war in Viet Nam had let the Congressman down. directly contributed to his de- wake up and realize
that their's Mrs. Eva Cozart is president Gillespie Day Care Center.
Not enough Ninth District Ne- feat.
Just six thousand of them is a continuin
enforced his conviction that he possesses has created in Democratic ranks, George gro voters went to the polls and
g, unrelenting
would have sent Mr. Grider battle to help
the necessary qualities of leadership to Wallace's dream may not fall short of its voted. A scant five thousand back
themselves, by
to Washington.
remembering and helping their
votes, or thereabouts made the
catapult him into the White House.
fulfillment.
difference between gained and Of course, there was a na- friends. Every election should
be
Ther2 are political soothsayers who
In the meantime. if the Negro vote lost ground for the Negro's tional trend of reaction in the everya "Goldwater threat" to
Negro . . . on the local,
cause.
The
5,000
who
last
stayed
election
at
. . . that resulted
see looming on the horizon a disastrous is properly organized and directed it may
home took a friend out of Wash- in Republican partisans mak- state and national level. Neintra-party conflict in both t h e Demo- be a factor of considerable weight in the ington.
ing, important gains. This will groes need to vote hard and
cratic and Republican ranks. The issues final determination of the 1968 political
probably indicate that the right in all elections.
Mr. Grider was a hard-work"backlash" is not only directed Until
and their component emotions will reach contests.
realization reaches
ing representative of the peoagainst Negroes and those who home, men
like Mr. Grider will
ple. He served both white and have
sympathized with them continue to be
Negro well. He arranged to get .
victims of "back. . but also against any and lash". . .
unopposed effectively
"closer" to his constituents
all progressive measures de- by so-called
than any other Congressman
"black power,"
signed to make the United which has
not yet learned that
from this area in recent his- States
a modern nation in a ballots are more
tory. He opened his office to
powerful than
world that is basically tired of bricks.
all corners. He would talk to
any citizen by telephone. He
blessings with those who will
answered his mail promptly
be waiting and looking for the
and warmly. He visited churchgoods that the money you give
es of all persuasions of denomiwill provide."
nation and color and adjusted
He said money given to the
himself easily.
Mallory Knights fund will mean
toys for children, food and
He was the first local legisclothing for the poor.
lator to appoint a local Negro
woman to his clerical staff in
Donations are made, he said,
Washington. He addressed all
to persons who have been in.
classes and ranks of citizens.
,He mingled with the people and Patrons at the Big Carter's vestigated and found to be i
had a warm greeting for every - Blue Note at 665 Firestone needy.
'one. He left no stone unturned scampered for cover early last!
Among the first to make'
to make himself available and Saturday morning when one of
kept in contact with the elec- their number apparently went donations, Mr. Strong said,
******
,.
*
***.11
torate. His weekly radio feature berserk in his efforts to assist when the booth opened this
was down-to-earth and real. He the owner in a fight and fired year were Atty. Russell
ALL THAT WAS SAVED — Only a handful of clothing
B.
hcIpcd white and Ncgro kids a pistol until he ran out of Sugarmon, Jr.,
was taken from Hamlett Hall on the Lane College campus
and Atty. A. W.
further their education in high bullets.
in Jackson, Tenn., last Friday morning when some 117
Willis, both of whom were
school and college.
men students fled from the early morning blaze, most of
As soon as Charlie Lee Nel- elected, Atty. Willis for a sethem clad only in night clothing, but one managed to
His legislative record in Con- son, 37, of 780 S. Lauderdale cond term to the
State Legisla•
gress was consistently on the ceased firing, he was grabbed ,
bring out these garments hanging on a lamp post. Hamture last week.
side of progressive laws design- and beaten with bottles a n d
lett Hall was one of the oldest buildings on the campus.
ed to help the entire commu- sustained numerous cuts and Persens wishing to make — —
nity. He was particularly con- bruises.
contributions may do so
cerned in supporting measures
Planning Benefit Bridge. ..
Nov. 25. a r e Chairman
booth, or mail them to Mallory
Accordin
g
to.
police,
arguan
ordinator of Alumni Affairs presented to help
at the
the disad- ment developed
Tennessee state University
Frances Thompson (standamong Na- Knights ChristmasFund, 280
at the University. The Her- vantaged and win
1
th,
alumni and former students
"war"
ing), who directs the 18th
thaniel Carter and three permitage Hotel in downtown against poverty and
Hernando st , Memphis, Tenn.
journeying to Nashville for
want. He. sons in the cafe,
Avenue Community Center
Nashville will be alumni truly ranked as
and in his
a
Homecoming at Thanksgivliberal,
in-,
in Nashville. with Co-Chairheadquarters for
the formed, progressive, and states- effort to assist Carter, Nelsoni
ing will have a full schedule
man Delphine Strains
pulled a pistol and started;
Thanksgiving weeken d. man-like spokesma
of activities. Planning a
n for the shooting.
(left), a n d Mrs. Gladys
(Joe
Zinn
Photo)
people who sent him to reprebenefit bridge for Friday,
Burgess Adams, who is coA cross-section of nearly 200i Catholic
sent them.
Interracial Council,
Among those hit by the flying .
Memphians attended the Con-1 Washington Butler of the Antibullets were Carter, of 2132
Apparently he served his con-Lowell, wounded
in the wrist;
ference on Human Relations' Poverty Program, Baxton
stituency from a sense of dedi- Joe Goodwyn, 21 of 5300 Fite
Saturday on the LeMoyne cam• BYant of the Tennessee Councation. He was working with rd.. hit in the thigh, and \len
pus. The event was sponsored cil on Human Relations, Bobby
his heart . . . like a statesman nell Lyles, 23, of 2395 Sanders,
Doctor of the Civil Rights Comby the college.
. and not just with his mouth also struck in the thigh.
mission and Warren Moore of
Principal speakers were Atty. the Tennessee Commission on
. . . like a mere politician. And
Nelson has been arrested and
Jack Greenberg of the Human Rights.
that's why the loss of his presNAACP's nstional legal defense
ence is so grievous. For, more faces three counts of assault,
Fostowing lunch, there were
All eyes and ears in the unit and Booker T. McGraw of group discussio
than ever today, Cie United to murder and carrying a pisns and then an
the Department of Housing and
States needs the presence and tol.
address by Mr. McGraw.
• Douglass community are fo- Urban
Developm
ent.
services of men of such calibre. Carter has been
Consultants during the daycharged with cused on t h e Douglass High
Mr. Greenberg told the morn- long
assault
conference included John
and
battery
school
and
auditoriu
carrym,
cafeteria ing audience that more comBut a mere lamentation of
0. Boone of the Southern Regand corridors of the buildings munity leadership
Mr. Grider's loss is not enough. ing a pistol.
is needed in ional Conferenc
e
where a carnival will be con- the current civil
The lesson to be learned from
rights struggle.
ducted
next
Saturday,
Nov. 19.
It is more important. It was
A panel discussion following
not just over-rated "white back
allory Knight Working with the program, his address featured Arthur
lash" that led to his ballot-box
along with citizens of the com- McCain of the Memphis Comdefeat. No doubt, "backlash"
munity, are teachers of the mittee on Community Relaplayed its part. But not the im
Douglass High and Elementary tions, Herbert Robinson of the
portant part.
The member of New Harschools.
vest Baptist church are preOne contributing factor to his
Featured attractions at next
senting a special program at
defeat was forged when the
Saturday's will be pony rides.
the church at 2532 Warren
last Tennessee General Assemfortune telling, cake walk
rd.
on Sunday,
Nov. 20,
bly chopped up the Ninth Conring toss, ghost house, and
from 3 to 5:30.
gressional District from which The Mallory
other
entertain
ment
for the
Knights Charithe originally went to Congress.
carnival depends upon the pub- Annual Women's Day MU be Guest spea ker will be
This act left him with a greatly able Organization has set up lic
observed next Sunday at the Rev. Miller Peace, pastor
constricted Ninth District. It its booth at the corner of Main
Mt. Pleasant Baptist church at of Avery Chapel AME church.
took away too many people and Beale in its 15th annual Spearheading the affair are 968 N. Seventh. st., and
the Following the program will
with political literacy and com- fund drive to help the needy Melvin Conley, Douglass High morning speaker will
be the be a patriotic tea, and
principal: Miss Cornelia Sandthe
munity interest. If left too many at Christmas
ers, principal of the Douglass pastor, Rev. T. M. Henderson. public is invited.
apathetic
registrati
INFORMAL CHAT — Dr.
on
c
a
r
.
Members of the organization Elemntary school, Mrs.
Science Teachers associastock science teacher, looks holders who
Louisi The gust speaker for the 3 le
Mrs.
Paul Brandwein, noted authdidn't have enough will be manning the booth from
N e t ti
tion. Here he is seen chatDuncan is
G. Ost. Mrs. Amos McWilliams m program will be Mrs. J.
on. The meeting was held political energy
chairman, and M rs. Joe
or and science educator,
to get out and now until Christmas eve.
ting with Currie P. Boyd,
and Mrs. David Dickens
in Atlanta and lasted two vote
Austin.
C.
Adair and
was the keynote speaker at
for a needed friend in high
M rs. Dorothy
center, science teacher of
days. (P hot o by Arnette places.
Harry L. Strong, director of Funds from the carnival will
Ivory co-chairmen.
t h e Southeast Regional
Mt. Pisgah High School
Mrs.
Deiois
Henderso
n
is
Montague)
the Mallory Knights. said, "We be used to improve substanda chairman
meeting of the National
while Fred Johnson, Woodof Women's Day, and Rev. R. S.
rd
Too many Negroes qualified ask you to help us share your
Pamphlet is
homes in the Douglass Park Mrs. Pinkie Hunt co-chairman. pastor
of the church.
0
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Het's Help Nursery—Members of the Alpha Eta Zeta
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
sorority were present last
week at the dedication of
the Orange Mound Day Nur-

sery and presented the organization a check, and
making t h e presentation
was Mrs. Earline Somerville, basileus seen third
from left. From left are

Nursery Founders Are
Honored At Dedication
The Orange Mound Day Nur-!nursery. It was received by
sery dedicated its building on Mrs. Wallace Pennepacker.
Sunday. Nov. 6.
Benediction was given
Presiding was Mrs. Wallace by Rev. S. A. Owen. pastor of
M. Pennepacker. president of Metropolitan Baptist church.
the board of directors. Invocation was given by Rev. W. C.
Holmes. pastor of Beulah Baptist church. Mrs. Richard Campbell, director of the nursery,
led the children in the singing.
The playroom was dedicated
in memory of the late Mrs.
Hubert H. Fisher, a devoted Sigma Epsilon Tau Chapter
friend of the nursery, who was1 of the Alpha Chi Pi Omega
a life member of the board of Sorority met at the Sarah
Brown branch of the YWCA
directors.
The kitchen was dedicated in recently. Chaplain Soror Geniva
memory of Mrs. Mozella Frank- Williams led devotion. Basileus
lin, who was for 18 years the Etta Mae Flowers presided.
Plans for the needy were disdirector of the nursery.
The Board and Activity room cussed with interest focusing on
was dedicated in honor of Mrs. baskets to be given at ChristShubael T. Beasley. a founder mas. Names of needy persons
of the nursery, its president and will be brought in to the chaplife member of the board of ter at their November meeting.
directors.
Sorors present were Etta
Among those giving remarks Smith, Ester Covingon, Eunice
at the service were James Dunnl Bolton, Amanda Webster, PrisShelby United Neighbors, Carl , cilla Burke, Lucile Mance, and
Obenauf, executive director of Jessie Mae Henderson.
SUN, Robrt Cooper, executivel
director of Volunteer Service
burau, and others.
Mrs. Pennepacker placed a
plaque beneath the picture of
each person for whom a room
Ward Chapel AME church at
memorializes or honors.
On behalf of the Alpha Eta 1125 S. Parkway east will preZeta chapter of Zeta Phi Beta, sent its annual Fashion Show
Mrs. Earline Somerville, basi- on Sunday, Nov. 20, at 5 p.m.
leus, presented a check to the and the public is invited.
It is being sponsored by the
Ever Ready club, and a number of the city's leading women
models will participate.
I
Mrs. Julia Pleas is president,
of the club. Rev. R. L. McRae]
is pastor of the church.

Sorors Plan

Xmas Charity

The Theatrical Starlets of
Lincoln Junior High school will
present "The Case of the Missing Heirs" in the school audi.
toriUm on Tuesday night, Nov.
22, at 8.
The play is a three act-mystery-comedy that will amuse
the entire family.
Members of the cast are
Perry Felts, Cheryl Mattox.
Clayton McKennie, Barabara
King, Pauline McFarland, Em•
mit Miller. Reginald Ivory.'
Dorothy Petty, Ronald Tribble
and Frances Hall.
The story is about a wealthy
man who dies and leaves his,
estate to a number of people,
who hardly knew him, and!
evolves from one mystery into
the next.
Reginald Green is directing
the play. Sets are being prepared by Mrs. C. Barr, Mrs
M. Sargent and Mrs. D. Hess
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FRED
Mrs. S. T. Beasley, president of the nursery and one
of its founders; Mrs. Wallace Pennepacker, accepting check; M r s. Somer-

vine, Mrs. Velma S. MeChriston, Mrs. Manae Stanback, M r s. Sarah Dixon
a n d Mrs. Utoka Quarles.
(McChriston Photo)
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NEW ROOFS
ALUMINUM SIDING

ALASKA PINK

15 YEAR GUARANTEE

20 YEAR CILJAP.:
NO MON!' •

t
OWN

A
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'
HILL CONSTRUCTION CO.
PH 398-5258

Behind every great drink there
is a great whiskey.
Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.

KRAFT
Lb

2 39'

FOR
LIBBY'S

SALMON

Thc

16 Oz.

MIRACLE
WHIP
QT.59‘

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

PILLSBURY OR BALLARD

BISCUITS

6FoR49080,

DURKEE'S

ARMOUR'S

BUTTER
GRADE A
93 Score

69

COCONUT

Qts.
Lb.

ROBIN HOOD

3s
4
14

FLOUR

SEI4111111 DISTILLEIS CO.. N.Y.C. 51111010 WHISIO. 96 WNW 65% GRAM NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

Mystery Play

Is

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON 4

Lincoln Jr.
High To Stage

'7

Pate 7

--

Church Club Plans
A Fashion Show

ig
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2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

547C
22'
ES
SACRAMENTOA
29 0/ Cdn

STfg: NUMBER SELECTION OF
BARGAINS WHILE THEY LIST!
• LTD'S
• MUSTANGS
• FALCONS
•CUSTOMS
• GALAXIES

MAXWELL HOUSE
MARYLAND CLUB &
FOLGER'S COFFEE
OR 60c OFF ON ANY 10 oz.
OR LARGER ONE POUND CAN
WITH COUPON
& SS" ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
TURKEY PURCHASE CANNOT BE USED IN
COFFEE COUPON REDEMPTION

KRAFT
PHILA.

CREAM CHEESE

29
FRED iv1ONTESI

Maxwell House Folger's &
Maryland Club COFFEE

9

of 60c off on any 10 oz
or larger One Lb. Can WITH COUPON
1 ur key..P urcho se Cannot Be Used With
Coffee Coupon Redempt lon

W ,th coupon end $5.00 additional puic hose, •sc I uding
value of coupon morchandis• (fresh milk products and ^
tobacco also lose luded in compliance with state low).
On* coupon p•r 4o rn I I y. Coupon era ire% Sa turd() y,, ••"'
Noon, Nov. 19, 1966.

FRED

MONTESI

We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Hogs, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Its.

FORD
HERIFF
2450 SUMMER AVE.
458-1151
Open Nites
11111111111111111MMINIMMINIMMINIMI"

KNIFE & FORK

BUSH

CUT YAMS

ASPARAGUS

200z

5 Limit

FOR

FOR $

00

lir vier-

-

•
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. the meeting of Mildred Williams Lemore. In commemoration of
at her home on MeErase Cove. Veterans Day, the ladles exPetite Mildred received her changed poppies in which were
guests in green and purple chif concealed names of their secret
fon pants and her husband pals with whom they will exchange Christmas gifts.
Frank was ever the cordial
The philanthropic group of
host as he surprised each guest
when she entered with a "Wel ladies who enjoyed a delicious
turkey dinner made plans to decome Swizzle." This was the
liver Christmas baskets to the
perfect acs Impaniment for the
needy during the holidays tf
delectable hces d'oeuvres.
All of this was list the thingi come
By
to whet appetites for the roast! Prizes of cologne went to taw .
turkey dinner wt ich followed. A i dames Marvin Tarpley, gued
erma lee laws
fast favorite wa.; the squash' and R. S. Lewis, Sr. Sharing Hit
stuffed with spinach as was the evening with guests Mesdames
wild
rice, string beans with Phillip Booth, Elizabeth Goldbp,
"The rung of a ladder was 1 Congressman Gridet and mothcrumbled bacon, cranberry rel- H. H. Johnson, R. S. Lewis, Jr.,
3—Society Merry Go Round
never meant to rest upon, but er of Honorary Co-Ette and ish and hot rolls.
Coffee was
only to hold a man's foot long Howard coed Lynn men and served with English Trific which Jennie Tarpley and A. Mace*
Walker were members Misses
enough to enable him to put'former
TSD society editor who we understand can also be and Mesdames
I
Isabel Greenlee,
'tipsy
pudding.'
the other somewhat higher."— )always gave the Co-Ettes. cover- "lied'
Matte
Bell,
R.
L. Adams. 0.
age and Jewel Hulbert, society Satiated with all these goodies B. Braithwaite, Harry T. Cash,
Thomas Henry Huxley.
the
girls
then
turned
to
bridge
Fashion was strictly on pa-:editor of the Memphis World.
and can you imagine what E. C. Craigen, E. L. Crittenden,
rade at the Co-Ette reception who graciously writes about the
prizes were in store for them? W. M. Gibson, P. M. Jones,
for their new members at the activities of the lively ones.
Clarence Pope, Hollis F. Price,
Transistor
radios for the memTop Hat and Tails Clubhouse. After dinner the group conhers and bathroom scales for C. M. Roulhac, and A. W. WilScores of fashionable guestsitinued 'their party with cocktails
the
friends who filled in for ab- lis, Sr.
came out bejeweled and be- at the home of Alberta and
Ethel Isabel was the gracious
furred to greet the junior so—Doug Boartfield. She's a mem- sent members!
hostess to the PATS Saturday
Members
capturing
prizes
cialites. Drue Smith, Liaison her of the Memphis staff of
were Thelma Harris, Grace evening in her home on Clareand Information Officer for theiCongressman Grider.
mont Circle. With the approach
Brandon,
and Ida Mae Lockard.
State of Tennessee came from The "Miss Social Belle" conof the Thanksgiving holidays
Othella
Shannon
and Cecelia
Nashville to represent Governoritest came to brilliant climax
just around the corner the holiClement and was quite an eye . Friday night at the Club Rose- Westley were the lucky substi- day theme was carried out in
tutes
for
absent
Jessie
McNeely
catcher in her glistening gold wood with Cheryl Fanion win
the delicious dinner as well as
...r
lame' suit, gold boots, chande- nine the title of "Miss Social and Almazine Davis.
the bridge tallies and china.
CO-ETTES
NEW
—
Seventeen
new
members
Memchairman of Junior Board of Directors; Sandra Hobson,
Other
the
of
members
present
were
her earrings, and rhinestone Be:le of 1966-67." She's
The soft spoken Ethel was asphis chapter of
Ettes, Inc., were honored during a represident of chapter; Faronette Randolph, Pamela Starks,
studded eyeglasses, all highlight-the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Margaret McWilliams, Juanita sisted in receiving her guests by
ception held at the Top Hat and Tails Clubhouse on Sunday.
Matrice Hurrah, Deborah Northcross, Janet McGlenda
ing her blond good look: Nell Gerald A. Fanion and is a stu- Crenshaw, Gloria Howard, Ruth her hubby and her brilliant
Nov. 6. Standing on front row, from left, are Mrs. Erma
Northcross, whose
daughterdent at Booker T. Washington Mims, Rose Iles and Helen Pra- young daughter, Dr. Josephine
Taylor, Joyce Lincoln, Karen Chandler, Marilyn Carter,
Debbie was inducted into the High School. First alternate is ter.
Lee Laws, sponsoi • new members Melba Sartor, Gail Lee,
Marsha Lynn Turner and Gwendolyn Williamson. (Withers
who is doing her internship at
Co-Eettes Sunday, was a picture Carol Earls, daughter of Mr. Mildred's mother, Mrs. Ellis Frank T. Tobey Hospital.
Deborah Lynn Currie, Beverly Steinberg, Carol Earls,
Photo)
of sophistication in a black rib- and Mrs. Felton Earls, and a Anderson, and also her sisterbon knit suit trimmed in mink; student at Michtell Road High in-law, Ethel Lockwood, were
Ann Grider, wife of the Con- School, Trudy Lynn Smith, is guests. Pearl Spann played for
gressman was charming in a second alternate and daughter Mildred and Neet Watson kept
black suit complimented by a of Mrs. Jacquelyn Smith and a scores.
black and white blouse, Clara student at Hamilton
High Julia Hopkins, assisted by her
genial husband, Chester, enterHobson, mother of the Co-Ette School,
Prexy for this year, Sandra, We extend our heartiest con- tamed the SKC Bridge Club at
also chose a black suit which gratulations to these young her home on Lake avenue. Cockwas set off with a silver blue ladies and their sponsors and tails and superb dinner fare
The Memphis Chapter Co- was founded by Mrs. Edward Pauline Allen, and Mrs. Willie
mink boa.
all other contestants who helped marked the occasion including
Club, Inc., honored their Davis, Chicago, where it is Presley with her little (laugh ,
Ette
"specially
delected RumAnd the dark haired beauty to make this the best ever! The a
17 new members at a recep- sponsored by Mrs. Harry H. C. ter Regina a n d her sister-inof Elizabeth Freeman was en- winner was sponsored by the Mousse dessert.
Gibson and Mrs. Theodore A. law, Mrs. Hurshel Grandberry
hanced by the black dress she Memphians, Inc., the first alter- Gorgeous prizes, — all smarti tion following their installation
Jones; Houston where it is from Saginaw, Michigan.
wore, she's a member of the nate by the Devoue Bridge Club decorator ceramics to brighten ceremony Sunday, November
sponsored by Mrs. Walter J.
Other guests included Mr.
Memphis staff of Congressman and Jack and JiUs. Inc., and well appointed homes, were gar- 6, at the Top Hat and
Minor. The Memphis Chapter I and Mrs. W. K. Jackson, Mrs..
Tails;
Grider; Alma Booth looked like the second alternate by the nered by SKCs Alma Booth, Clubhouse.
was the first one installed outHarriett Walker, and Louise
a picture from Vogue all gla- Queen of Hearts Bridge Club.
The new members who were side of Detroit and has been James Taylor with her LeMoyne co-ed daughter, Sandra'
Davis.
Guest prizes went to tapped for membership in the
mourous in grey from head to The contestants voted Debosponsored since its inception who is an Honorary Co-Ette
toe, her suit was trimmed with rah Hardin, "Miss Congeniality" Inez Woods and Cora Smith.
high school teenage girls na- in 1958 by- Miss Erma Lee
and whose niece, Glenda was
chinchilla; Elsie Malunda chose She's a student at Hamilton Other members attending in- tional organization brings the
Laws.
inducted into the Co-Ettei.
a green knit suit and green High and daughter of Mrs. La- cluded Melba Briscoe, Minnie! membership of the chapter up
The national project of the Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hulbert,
wide brim hat which went so vern Hardin. Her sponsor was Woods, Mildred Crawford, to twenty-five.
teen-age
girls philanthropic or Mrs. Theron Northcross, Mrs.
well with her mink: Joyce Wed- the Memphis Underwriters As- Charlesteen Miles, who was
An air of elegance prevailed
is the United Negro William H. Hunt, Frank Fields,
hostess to the group before:1 at the reception. The table
dington was stunning in black sociation.
College
Fund
for which the Mrs. Daniel W. Durr, Sr., Mrs
complemented by a gorgeous sil- The winners were announced Harriett Davis, Juanita Arnold, was overlaid with a gorgeous
Memphis
ver blue fox cape; and Annie by State Representative Elect and Marge Ulen, who was glad lace tablecloth upon which g5,55,100. Co-Ettes have raised M. L. Lenoir, Mrs. Claiborne
Davis. Mrs. Robert McFerren,
Sue Burford's pretty knit dress Russell B. Sugarmon, r., andithe group decided to play I gleamed a sliver punch bowl,
Among the many guests who Mrs. Melvin Malunda, Jr., with
"
featuring fall colors of green, the petite Cheryl was crownedcatc
h up" on their meetings' silver trays heavily laden with
attended the reception were her sister-in-law, Mrs. Halloe
brown and red was indeed com- by Rosalyn Willis, daughter of'while she was here from D. CJ hors d'oeuvres, silver tea and
Mrs. C. C. Davis, Mrs, Wil- Robinson, Neal Gregory, Legisplemented with her mink stole State Representative and Mrs. Guests also present were coffee pots, and tall silver canliam Parker, Mrs, James Lee, lative Assistant to Congressand matching mink hat.
A. W. Willis, Jr., who was Mary Roberts, Margaret Good- delabra with glowing golden
Mrs. Clara Hill, Mrs, Mollie C. man George Grider; Mr. '
After the reception Clara "Miss Social Belle" of 1965-66. low and Martha Flowers.
tapers flanking a centerpiece Bolton, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Mrs. Sidney Genette. Jr.. h s
Robson suggested that the love- A special guest of honor was Beta Chi Chapter of Chi Eta of beautiful autumn flowers.
Tureaud, Mrs. A. V Baldridge, the administrative assistant to
ly centerpiece which adorned Atty. Jack Greenberg, legal di- Phi Sorority had their rush
The receiving line was very Mrs. E. W. Williamson, Donald
Congressman Grider; Mrs. Wilthe table be sent to Thelma rector of the NAACP, who was party recently at the home of impressive with the loveliness
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. George ton Steinberg, Mrs. P. L. BurWhalum who was then in the here from New York City to Jency Mitchell on Wilson. High- and freshness of youth coin•A family on has so think
T. Isabel, Mrs. Monroe Coul- ford, mother of an Honorary
hospital. She too is one of our attend a Race Relations Con- lighting the evening was the bined with the dignity of United
about sickness benefits,
ter, Misses Bonnie and Thorns- Co-Ette, and past president,
Co-Ette mothers, her daughter, ference at LeMoyne College.
showing of slides from various!States Congressman and Mrs.
paid vocations, good pay.
eine Pippin, daughters of Mr. Mrs. Conwell Banton Carter. of
Rose Marie Whalum Tucker, Charles Tarpley, was the parts of the world by Ethel George W. Grider a n d the
I get them all at
and Mrs. William' Pippin, and Washington, D. C., with Mrs.
Southern Bell, ond'enjoy
who teaches in Plainfield, New suave master of cerenionies for Murry, R.N., who has made glamour of Mrs. Drue Smith,
Miss Adrienne Smith; Mrs. Burford was her young daughmy work."
Jersey, was in that very first the program and his mate Lois, several trips around the world Liaison and Information Officer
Charles Johnson, with her ter Judy, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
group of Co-Ettes.
was the general chairman of with World Health. She is now for the State of Tennessee, who I young
daughter Cheryl, Miss'Iles, Jr., with their young
Drue, whose stunning suit the "Miss Social Belle" contest. head of the Department of Ma- came to represent Governor 1
Betty Mitchell who managed daughter Kathy, and other
was quite a conversation piece She's riding on cloud nine and ternal and Child Care at the Frank G. Clement.
, Congressman Grider's cam- members of their family, Mrs.
'1 rice keowleg the work I
was dinner guest of honor at irightly so, for she did a terrific University of Tennessee Nursing
The charming young preso paign headquarters with her
do is fliportant ...a sentiam
Leopold Iles, Rosalind Iles, and
the Embers following the recep-Ijob and the whole program was School. She's the sister of the dent, Sandra Hobson, daughter
people really awed.'
sister, Mrs. Aline Farava, Mr. Mrs. Marjorie Iles Ulen, Section with the Co-Ettes and Alma an overwhelming success. Jesse late Bessie M. Rhodes, who of Mr and Mrs. Louis B. Hob
-land Mrs. John Starks, Mrs. retary to Congressman Griller
Booth, doing the honors. Alma Turner is president of the Mem- was bookkeeper at Atlanta Life son, was presented by the CoSheila Robertson, Mrs. Sylves- in Washington; Mrs. L. D.
is a dear friend of the Co-Ettes phis Branch NAACP and Max- Insurance Company.
Ette Sponsor Miss Erma Lee ter Sartor, Mrs. Della Jackson,
Savore, Mrs. Melba Gates,
Men and women who want challenge and
since the inception of the organi- me Smith is executive secre- The nurses sorority held its Laws, and she then introduced
Miss Daisy Hodge, Mr. and Mrs. Minnie Anderson with her
zation. Not only is Drue in gov- tary.
opportunity. A future in an exciting and growing
Founders Day ceremony at the each guest who in turn pres- Mrs. Emmitt Hawkins.
Mr. and daughter Mitchellease, Mrs.
ernment service but she is also And before we forget Gloria home of Frankie Bodden on ented Carol Earls, chairman
industry. Good pay. Plenty of chance for
Mrs. W. S. Larkin, Miss Shirley James Johnson, Mrs. Marcea well known radio, television Venson's dance group was Bridgeport.
of the Junior Board of Direc- Peace, a Memphis State stuadvancement. That's who.
1 lene Turner, Mrs. Richard
and newspaper personality.
superb!
Miss Allison Vance was host- tors and daughter of Mr. and dent and a former "Miss
CoReeves,
Mrs. Lucille Tipsy,
Other dinner guests included "Utterly Fabulous", is the less to the Phyliss Wheatley club Mrs. Felton Earls, who presAnd there's more. Telephone employees get paler
Ette" with her brothers Moses I Miss Lillian Anderson and Miss
Marjorie Iles Ulen, secretary to w ay the Sequins are describinglhursday at her home on Mc- ented Sharon Le wi s, "Miss
vacations, a college tuition plan, sickness benefits.
and Samuel Peace, Jr.; Mrs, Wendolyn A. Corley.
Co-Ette", and daughter of Mr. I
You may qualify for all this if you're a high school
and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Jr.,
downtown • union avenue • southland mall
graduate.
who then introduced the new
members who are Marilyn
Who wants to work for the telephone company?
Carter, daughter of Mrs. Mollie
Maybe you.
Carter Bolton, and Marlin CarEmployment Office: 201 Court Avenue, Memphts, Tonne's*,
ter, of Chicago; Karen Chand9 to 4:30 Monday thru Saturday
LADIES
DRESSES
25c
ler,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
fashion specialists ;/1 sizes 18 to 60 and 161h to 32/
Mrs.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1
2
MEN'S
SHIRTS
I
5c
Howard Chandler; Deborah
MEN'S PANTS
20c
person
if you have not previously placed
Apply in
Lynn Currie, daughter of Mrs.
LADIES BLOUSES
•
25c
application.
an
Thomas Watkins, Jr., and Dr.
LADIES SKIRTS
25c
Norvell Currie of the United
MEN'S SUITS
5I.95
States Navy; Cassandra Hunt,
GIRLS DRESSES
25c
Furniture, App/. Stoves, Ref., G.E. Irons d Sino•s
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hunt, a n d Matrice
173 S. Main St.
Hurrah, daughter of Mrs. Doris
(Half Block North of Beale) Hurrah and Everett Hurrah of
New York City.
414.11111.11.11..1111111111111.111111111•111111111111111I
sizes :18 to 50
Other new members include
Judith Johnson. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James M. Johnson;
Gail Lee, daughter of Mrs.
beautifully styled block dress to
James Lee and the late Mr.
wear anywhere
• of silky textured
Lee; Joyce Lincoln, daughter
of Mrs. Richard Reeves and
acetate knit with gently scooped
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, of Portneckline edged with white, and
land, Oregon; Janet McFerreia,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
emerald trim . . the skirt is gored
Robert McPerren, Deborah
and features two inverted front pleats ..
Northcross, daughter of Dr.
180% HUMAN HAIR
Warehouses In all leading U.S. Cities
and Mrs. Theron Northrross:
block only
Faronette Randolph, daughter
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
of Mr. and Mrs. Cassell RanTO THE BUYING PUBLIC
NAIL ORDERS: Add Sue postage plus 4% for
dolph, Melba Sartor, daughter
•
Tennessee dclit•ry.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Sar100%
HUMAN
tor; Pamela Starks, daughter
BUY DIRECT AND
HAIR WIG
of Mr and Mrs. John Starks;
Shop Southland Mall
Beverly
SAVE UP TO
Steinberg. daughter of
every elite 111 tr% p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Stein50% OR MORE
berg; Glenda Taylor, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor:
•
Marsha Lynn Turner, daughter
Of Mrs. Marcelene Turner and
Police Lt. R. J. Turner; and
Gwendolyn Williamson, daughter of Rep. and Mrs. E. W. Wil.
DOWNTOWN
•
64 S. MAIN
•
527-4436
liamson.
Our Wigs Are..,
•
UNION AVE.
1992 UNION
•
274.2065
Other Co-Ettes are Marsha
SPECIAL
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 395.0044
• Adjustable — Ventilated
Chandler, daughter of Mr. and
FREE HEAD FORM
HANDMADE WIGS
Mrs. Howard B. Chandler,;
•
WITH EACH WIG
Finest
Workmanshi
p
Harriett
Elizabeth
Davis,
S5995
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne Davis; Joyce Parker,
112.5.00 Volu•
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. WilParker; Peggy Prater, second
alternate to Miss Co-Ette and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin T. Prater and Denise Sims,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
Sims.
The Co-Ette Club has chap.
tete in Detroit, where the club
PION $

Society
Merry
Go - Round

Co-Ette Club Welcomes 17 New
Members During A Reception

CSS

WHO
WANTS TO WORK
FOR THE TELEPHONE
COMPANY?

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE

textured acetate knit

Southern Bell

Ph. 526-11419

30.00

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100% Human Hair

WIGS

SEE US FOR
EXPERT STYLING!

jSTOUT SHOPPE

Patronize
Advertise
In The
TRI-STATE

4

PHONE

527-3619

hp!

'24"

CLAI
RE
INC:d
14 NO.
MAIN STREET

OPEN DAILY

10:00 10 5:30
THURS. T1L 8:30

Mr 11 I

4.4 .•

,
HIP-11444*--4
40444wW ,•••••••

• •

•
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Y-Teens To Sponsor A Talent Show
111

lelMURRAY iss

As a part of World Fellow- Talent Show" at Caner High'eluding the United States. The
ship observance, Y-Teens are School Auditorium on Friday,' public is invited.
, Donation is only 50 cents. and,
sponsoring a n "International Nov 18 at 7:30 p.m.•
Twenty-Three Y-Teen clubsItirkets may be purchased from
-—
throughout the city and county any Y-Teen member, or at the
will be sponsoring talent foriSarah Brown YWCA 1044 Miss.
the show. The show will beiBlvd. Music — Dance — Drama
strictly International as Y-teensl from "Around The World" will
will be representing some 75 be presented by the Memphis
countries around the world, in- Y-Teens.

Memphis▪ Wave
Is Home On
14-Day Leave

di••••••••••••••••••iiiniusem•eis
IN
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
.
a

• CAR WASH $125

•

a
A Memphis girl, who just •
•
completed ten weeks of basic •Effective November 29 1 965
II
II
training at the Recruit Training •
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
Command (Women), United a
• Win Business Advancement
Sat or Sun 51 25
Monday
a
States Training Center at Bain- • Sat Open SAM to PM
as . . . Enjoy Social Popularity
Oro
Sun Op•ri SAM to 2
M
bridge, Maryland, is visiting a
•
You'll feel confident that your hair is
members of her family beiore
Friday
all day and evening when
• well groomed
•
going for further training.
use MURRAY'S Superior HAIR
you
• DRESSINO
•
POMADE. It keeps hair
• firmly in place without that sticky.
She is Miss Donna Lee Paige, •
greasy Nelms. Contains no alkalies of
• other
daughter of Mrs. Ruby Lee •
3100 Summer at Baltic
hana irritants.
IIII•11•1111111•111•1111111•••••••1111111111•111•1111111110
Ross of 383 Gaston ave.
Look for the orange
can with the man and
After 14 days at home, Miss
lady on top
Paige will return to the U .S.
LARGE SIZE 50$
Naval Training Center at BainTRIAL SIZE 211$
bridge for radioman school.
On gabs at drug stone.
LEARN TO DRIVE
chain stores, super
Rated an apprentice seaman,
marts and barber
shame. If your dealer does not hawra
she has received instruction in
a
down
$2.50
week
nothing
Murray's Puma& he can get It qUkkty
naval orientation, naval history,
for you or sand only SI. and we wal
mail You 2 giant LIM Hair Pomade
citizenship and current events,
we help you to get
postsee paid
naval ships, aircraft and ar11110111AY'S Senate, PRODUCTS COMPASS
mament, navy jobs and trainTenn. Drivers License
Cgarietts eye., IlletrelL Mick. UM
ing; self improvement, first aid,
Alai
Satisfaction Guaranteed
physical training and military
bearing.
Miss Paige enlisted in the
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Navy for three years on Aug.
27.
275-3600
She is a graduate of Booker
T. Washington High School and
was a member of the senior
band.

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

c.:
41111Z "0"
LESSON ON AUSTRALIA — Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker,
Achievement Emphasis instructor at Hyde Park Elementary school, is seen pointing out aborigines of Australia to
members of her sixth grade class. Standing behind Mrs.
Walker are Principal A. B. Bland and assistant principal
Daniel Ward. The oil mural on Australia is the work of

Frederic Holder, a professional artist of Memphis. A number of parents visited the classroom during the obsersance
of American Education Week, along with Miss Jim Ella
Cotton, elementary supervisor of the Memphis City Schools
and Mrs. Jo Patterson, Achievement Emphasis Area specialist. (Withers Photo)

Memphis Boy Can Win Letter At Wesleyan U.

been the No. 2 fullback since "George is probably as good, gan using the Memphian more
a blocker as we have among frequently, and the Titans have{
the first day of practice.
the backs," Coach Larson said not lost since. Their three-game
His tenacious blocking has
of the 190-pounder who was a string gives them a 4-3 record
caused Coach Don Larson to
beading into Saturday's finale
basketball and basefootball,
against Millikin at Decatur,
use him more and more as the ball letterman at Milford
season progresses. He has car"He has a fine attitude and
Mr. Lowe, a junior biology ried the ball only four times for
is the son of Wilgives
you everything he's got, Mr. Lowe
major from Memphis who at- a net of six yards, but be has
M Lowe of 1229 David
liam
in
a
or
in
game
is
whether it
tended Milford Academy in Mil- been used frequently in passing practice," Coach Larson said. st. in Memphis. He was in Illinois on Nov. 5 — "Dad's Day"
ford, Conn., as a prep, has situations.
It was in the Wheaton game — when Wesleyan upset CarCLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
on Oct. 22 that Mr. Larson be- thage 32 to 7.

BLOOMINGTON, Ill.—George
Lowe has ben seeing increasing action with the Illinois Wesuniversity's resurgent
leyan
football team and is certain o
be among the varsity letter
winners.

CHURCH PEWS
RUMMAGE SALE
One set of new Church Pews
light oak finis h. Slightly
Men, Women and
damaged by freight company
Children Clothing
in delivery. Can be purchased at reduced prices. Write
Drapes, Bassinet,
Huntington Church Furniture Company — 1102 Ver- Coffee Table and Dinett,
non Street — Huntington
682-4259
West Virginia 25719.

WOOLWORTH'S

Buy U.S.

Savings Bonds

ammosinummumminni
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Deluxe collection of 5 stereo albums ...
• yours free when you purchase any RCA
111 Victor Stereo.
•

▪ $25.00 Value Featuring
•
•• Floyd Cramer • John Garr

• Peter Nero
a •Al Hirt
•• Henry Mancln;
•

LEARN TO DRIVE
$3.50 Down $3.50 Per Week
Training For Learners Permit
SHELBY DRIVING SCHOOL

•

324-6867
USED CAR FOR SALE

• Chet Atkins
• Frankie Carla
• Norman Luboff Choir

New Tubeless Long Life chassis

4" WIDE
3
IN A CABINET ONLY 28/

1111
•
•

59 Rambler Station Wagon

BIG COLOR TV

ONLY $125.00

10

Call After 2:30 P.M.

398-6107

For kienTifoi

18" TYKE BIKE
sva.vis-srear

KRESS

cotton

BOY SUITS
1
"

MOROLINE

Season-spanning prints! Classic
3-button jacket, elastic waist
sheath skirt. Black, wine,
green, brown, navy. 8-18.

4"
Has chrome plated angle
bars, soft plastic handle
grips. Contour wood seat
is decorated with leopard
spots. Puncture proof
molded wheels.

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

•
•
trnsuaa
•
•
•
• RCAVICTOR
The
YH(14 Series

• SOLID STATE STEREO
•
•
•

15495

WOOLWORTH'S

1LB.
JAR
Reg.
69C
size

111/11/111111111/11111111111111/11111111/11111111

•
•
•
•
•

JOBS

•

2 for

750

[KRESS)
VARIETY FAIR
Moo & Thrus 930 til 9:00
Ira& Wed Fn Sat 931 hi 511

9 NO. MAIN STREET

•

•

Are Available
For Trained People
BANK TELLERS

PBX RECEPTION 1st
CASHIER -CHECKERS
TRAIN NOW
TERMS ARRANGED

•

•
•

SUITE 876

527-5508

New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
N
tuners. RCA solid copper circuits
for space age dependability.

fl

ROLLABOUT STAND

L5bili with your purchase of this

19"*Sportabout TV
One of the finest values we've
ever offered! This big-screen
Sportabout has power to spare
—20,000volts(designaverage)
for excellent reception In any
signal area. Builtin VHF and
UHF antennas.

Taw PIP0V1DENC(
3•was CH 354
a
53'tuba (pa van e()
2d2 sq. in. pictuia

TV and Stand

RCA VICTOR New Pisa TV

No Money Down!

136

•

•

NO PAYMENT 'HI FEB. '67

•

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING—ALL 3 STORES

•

•
•

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9P.M. Daily

EAST

•
3431 Summer
•
•

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE

539

New V1stae25,000-volt chassis. $

•

MEMPHIS AREA ARE HIRING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.'HIGH
SCHOOL NOT NECESSARY. NO AGE LIMIT. DAY OR NITE
CLASSES. AIR-CONDITIONED

Vi6 or Call

RCAVICTOR 25"COLOR TV

•
•
•
•
•

PETROLEUM JELLY

•
•
•
•
•

The WAGH,
Swiss 611.44.3
e21• ham two.WI alas)
sea sq.In. Older*

•

•

•
•
111
▪

Phone 324-4406

Il
i

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

4255 Hwy. 51 So.

1111

Phone 396-0995

Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since 1945

III
1111
•

FRAYSER

•

WHITEHAYEN 1 •

3118 Thomas Hwy. 51 No,

L. E. GATLIN . .

R. G. KINKLE

Moro people own RCA Victor Aar, any other television ... black and white or co/or

•
•

Phone 358-4485

111111111111•111111111111•11111••111•111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1•111111n*
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Alumni Near

SPORTS
HORIZON

, STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY•$6 PROOF •( 1965, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

$10,000 Mark

The 29th annual Blues BowhCounty ComLssioner James
the best- "Jimmy" Moore, will serve
Game, one
of
as honorary co-chairman for
high school football;
known
this year's game, which was
contests of its kind in the'first initiated in 1937 under the
nation, will be staged
at, leadership of Beale Street
Crump Stadium Friday, NOV' mentor. Lt. George W. Lee,
kick-off time as a charity project for needy
ember 25
.
8 p.m., following a pre-game families at Christmas time.
at 7:30.
The game has long been
noted for the colorful pre.
The game will be played gam, and
half-time
cerebetween the powrful Howard monies presented. The main
High School "Hustling Tigeis" feature of the cermonies has
of Chattanooga, Tenn., and the always been the "blues".
Father Bertrand Thunderbolts
The Blues Bowl Committee
of Memphis.
for 1966 consists of: Maurice
To play in the Blues Bowl Hulburt Sr. , co-chairman,
is one of the top aspirations Frank Scott, Chairman, Lt.
of schoolboy athletes here,Lee, George Whitney, Leonard,
and throughout Tennessee and Mitchell, Percy Williams. Cal
theSouth. The Howard High yin Railings, Isaac Young.
team will be making a re- Clyde Venson, William Thomas.
peat challenge to an out- Cassell Hughes. J. L. Gaston.
• standing team of the Negro John
H. Brinson, Charles
Conway, S a m
Qualls Jr..
Prep Lague of Memphis.
Will Taylor, Mrs. Frank Scott,
They first came to the city Claudette Collier, Mrs. Robert
under the leadership of well- Jackson. Mrs. Jennie Porter,
known Coach Theorore "Red" Mrs. Stidum, Nat D. Williams
Gaston. This year the team and Whittier Sengstacke.
comes to Mmphis with an
impressive record. They have Student tickets for the game
won eight and lost one game will be sold only in the schools.
during the season just closed. Admission prices are $1.50 in
They have lost only six games advance, and at the gate $2.00.
in the last eight years. They All game proceeds will be
are strong contenders for the spent for the mammoth food
state's high school gridiron, baskets the Beale Street Elks
championship for 1966.
present during the Christmas
season.
The Father Bertrand team
has been dubbed the "sur- '
prise team" of the 1966 foot-:Gardner
To Pittsfield
ball Season. They opened league play with a tie with the BOSTON — (UPI) — Former'
Booker T. Washington Warri, Boston Red Sox third base
ors. Then they bounced back coach Billy Gardner of Waterto defeat the powerful Cathoe ford Conn., will manage the
lie High Team, the 1965 state Pittsfield Red Sox of the Eastchampions. From then on the ern League next season, it was
Thunderbolts
have
crowded announced by Red Sox farm dito the top in the league, in, rector Neil Mahoney.
close proximity to the strong
Gardner, 38, Originally broke,
Melrose High aggregation.
into organized baseball in 1445
The 1966 edition of the Blues and came to the New York
Bowl will be dedicated to the Giants in 1954.
memory of W.C. Handy, wide- He also played for Baltimore.
ly-acclaimed "Father of the Washington, Minnesota, the New!
Perel
and York Yankees and Boston.
Blues". Phillip

TSU Is Unrolling Red
Carpet For Alumni Day
NAStIVILLE
— Tennessee will Manor" from 2:00 — 4:00
State University is rolling out on Friday. Nov. 25, adding to
the red carpet for returning
the festivities of the weekend
alumni, former students, special guests, and parents of cur- A benefit bridge game will berently enrolled students during gin at 4:30 p.m. in he Women's
.0
homecoming on Thanksgiving Residence Center.
Day, Thursday, Nov. 24.
According to Mrs. Adams.
Mrs. Gladys Burgess Adams, alumni homecoming will
be in
coordinator of Alumni Affairs.
the
Room
Iris
downtown
the
of
has announced a program eove
er
.ing events beginning Wednes- Hermitage Hotel where regiday, Nov. 23. and ccotinuing stration will begin at 8 p.m.
through Friday, Nov. 25.
Wednesday. November 23. Major activities on Thanksgiving
Presideand Mrs. W S Day include Alumni Breakfast
Davis will be at home in
at 9 a.m. in the Iris Room at;
the Hermitage Hotel: a
Pa-Lum" Campus Tour St!
11:00 a.m.: Tennessee State vs.
Kentucky State football game
at 1:00 p.m. in W. J. Hale Stadium: Alumni Homecoming
Ball in the Grand Ballroom.
Hermitage Hotel, 9:00 p.m.

Fathers.To Hear
Officer On PTA
Father's ,Night

Alumni and others are urged
The Walker Elementary
to make hotel reservations imin
rd.
King
School PTA at , 322
mediately. Write: Hermitage
the Walker Homes community
, Hotel, Room Reservation, Nashis observing "Father's Night"
ville. Tennessee, Attention of
in the school cafeteria on Tues.
Mr. Hall.
day night, Nov. 22. at 7:30.

A fund-raising project being
conducted by alumni of LeMoyne College has brought in
nearly $10,000 in pledges and
better than $4,000 in cash, it
was announced this week by
T. R. McLemore, general chair
men of the campaign

CIF,
OLD
RI
M
Kentucky's Finest
7

years old

Total amount received in this
effort will be used by the college to help pay th cost of
furnishing and equipping a student center now under contruction on campus.

PEST *BTERMINATIN6 CO:

Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
4 34.50
.$ 45.50
S 56.20
$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

Buy U.S.
Sayings Bonds

FF10E

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 A 171 SEAL STREET NI 6.5300e

JOINTE

EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

Hints for
Homemakers

E

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

INEZ KAISER
°We give thanks ..." will
be said by many families
as they gather around the
table on Thanksgiving
Day. I know at our house
we take this opportunity
to give thanks for our
many blessings over the
past year.
Although we tend to complain at times,we all
really have a lot to be thankful for . . . sight,
health, food, clothing, shelter and many other
things that we as Americans take for granted.
As I think about it, one of my personal good
fortunes has been a smoother complexion,
thanks to LUX BEAUTY SOAP.
Recently Lever Brothers revealed a beauty
secret to all ladies who wanted softer skin.
And it is amazing how quick and easy this
beauty treatment works.
First, you get LUX BEAUTY SOAP,
lather vp and leave the lather on your fare
while you count to ten. This gives the new
softening lotion in LUX extra time to do its
work. Then rinse and pat dry. You will love
the soft feel of your skin and will be surprised at how much easier your makeup goes on.
Plan now to , get some LUX BEAUTY
SOAP. You will find it available in several
very attractive colors, ideal for guests. Then
you will have another blessing to be thankful
for ... softer skin and LUX.
Expecting guests for Thanksgiving? ... Well, if you are. I'll
bet you will want to prepare for
their visits by livening up some
of those sheets, towels and blankets that have been packed
away for the summer. And you
will probably have a lot of laundering to do after they leave.
I know whenever I am expecting company, there are always a host of last-minute
things to be attended to. But
we now have the answer to the
laundering problem in new
FINAL TOUCH fabric softener.
FINAL TOUCH whitens up and brightens
up even fabrics that you would not or should
Dot bleach. You see, it contains Lumo-white, a
wonderful new whitener-brightener so effective that it whitens up even nylon. "Orion,"
"Dacron" and wool. So all of your linen is not
white, and you are wondering what to do about
your delicate yellows, soft pinks and pale blues.
No problem. New FINAL TOUCH even brightens up your colored clothes. In fact, it softens
and livens up your whole wash.
Try new FINAL TOUCH.the fabric softener
with Lurno-white.today.Lever Brothers guarantees that you will pass the "holiday inspection"
with flying colors with FINAL TOUCH.

My how the time flies ... it seems like cely
LONVENIENT
EXTRA REFRESHING. .
yesterday we celebrated Thanksgiving. This
BECAUSE IT'S BRIVEt)
LOCATIONS
is the day when all the air is filled with the
EXTRA
DRY
,0151 lie/ you
aroma of good foods.
;iv P,ISItINIIS(
Add anew* plus to your oleo.
During the "good old days,' the housewife
CARLING BREWING
ore ION Me good taste or extra
COMPANY,
labored for months preparing for the festivities.
dry suit Beer. Stag tastes Me *ay
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
Now because so many homemakers work,there
Deer VIOUtriOry.not stt.et That s
Atte 'flake% rt !era reIresrung.
is little time to prepare food,especially desserts.
D,•Allwrorni I, A. S. Owl., tr..e.
Jam it,. Stag hoe looted.
One quick simple idea, especially for a light
01••••• r.te•otiry Si••• 1177
dessert after a hearty meal,is MRS.BUTTERWORTH'S syrup poured over a large scoop
of ice cream. Your family will simply adore
you when they taste the delicious mapley taste
that MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S syrup adds to
a dish of icsecream.
In fact, you will find your popularity Imre.
ing even more when you offer them pancakes,
waffles or even hot cereal served
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
with MRS.BUTTERWORTH'S
syrup.
SCHOOL ITEMS
You see MRS. BUTTERFill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to
WORTH'S syrup has that origyou weekly.
inal buttery taste that will give
your Thanksgiving breakfast or
any breakfast that added touch it
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
needs to start the day off right.
Get some MRS. BUTTERAddr ess
WORTH'S !syrup now and see
Number of papers wanted weekly
bows time flies . . . in no time
Phone number
at all, your entire family will be
flying into the kitchen to see
.
what the latest MRS. BUTMail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
Tennesee
TERWORTH'S syrup dish is
going to be.

'
-NOTICE

NEWSBOYS'
-

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

Holiday time is cleanup time. Time to vrieeh
the windows, clean the woodwork, scrub the
floors and many other tasks in preparation
for the festive holiday season ahead.
This could be a gigantic undertaking for
the homemaker who can't afford a maid ee
lure her husband away from the TV screen'
or borrow the kids from their homework. And,
I admit, you will have to have some assistance.
May I suggest, then, that you use my assistant, new triple-strength, heavy-duty, liquid
WISK? Like me, you are probably thinking
that WISK is supposed to be used for the
family wash. If you have tried it, you must
admit that WISK does a powerful job of getting those extra-eoiled linens and clothing
that need morethorough cleaning their cleanest.
At the same time, you should
see what WISK does to those unsightly "finger paintings" on
woodwork and walls, and what a
magnificent job it does in getting
your floors sparkling clean. In
fact, there is just no end to the
number of household chores it css
accomplish. Do not fret beeaus
it is cleanup time. You can WIS.;
through the entire house in es

time at all.

RCA
Memphis, Tennessee
INITIAL STAFFING CONTINUES IN MANY

FIELDS WITHIN OUR NEW TELEVISION MANUFACTURING FACILIT`.'. THE
CITY'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY OFFERS

EXCELLENT BENEFITS, SALARY POTENTIAL AND
WORKING
CONDITIONS. YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPLORE
THESE ONCE -IN-A
LIFETIME -OPPORTUNITIES.

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

Should have 2 years electronics training in trade
school or military. Experience in TV sere.
ice, mass electronic assembly operations, or related
experience itt electronic quality control
procedures would be highly desirable.

TROUBLESHOOTERS
completion of electronics school and experience in troubleshooting of

television sets. This
requires knowledge of all types of test equipment including
oscilloscopes, volt meters, etc.

TEST MAINTENANCE

Prefer training in electronics plus experience in
the maintenance of test equipment such
ox
oscilloscopes, volt meters, signal generators, etc.

PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL
Prefer at least 5 years experience in scheduling, material and
inventory control and production co-ordination in electronics or related field. College degree
preferred but not necessary.

MEStiOVIEMBIER 25,1966
flitIO Al( -Game Show '6..00 pm
1-10pm Pre
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GOOD C

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JAI 64/637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better te
Borrow At 3 Bank"

THAN'S
LOAN

CALL US BEFORE YOU Ann

NEED MONEY?

GetS 500.00
51,000.00
S1,500.00
$2,000.00.....
$2,500.00
55,000.00

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Beaded

•

Refreshments will he seree.1
Mrs. Hattie Lee is PTA presi
dent, and Charles W. Horne:principal of the school
—

Aparox.
M.

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

He said the goal in this drive
is $20.000 and that money raised
by the alumni will be matched.
dollar for dollar, by the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation.

Bourbon

The guest speaker will be
Sgt. Willie Hughes, a member
of the Shelby County Sheriff's
Department.

Cash Yo at

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

For Center

111111111111111111=11By SILL LITTLE

Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 fat Monthly Payments

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTU2-164-16
EIN6 BEALE
ST.

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT
Accounting degree and 2-4 years accounting
experience•required. Prefer incl.is••lal accounting
experience.

PURCHASE FOLLOW-UP ANALYST

Applicant should have previous industrial purchasing
experience, preferably in electrenics
or cabinets.

AUSE

IS A
COME•
PEOPLE
ONE
MINDED
CHARITY

sVERV
011

PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS

Prefer prior supervisory experienc e and record of
accomplishment in mass production assembly operation. College degree or equivalent experience
desirable.

wine alive.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN

Should hove four years experience in Constructin g,
Installing, Maintainwg and trouble Shooting
Equipment of essentiollly an electrical nature.
For additional information call (Area Code 901) 363-8000,
Extension 2045, and ask for J. H.
Colvett. If this is not convenient send your resume, including
salary requirements to:
J. H. COLVETT
RCA Victor Home Instruments Division
5000 Raines Road
Memphis, Tennessee
Aq Equal Opportunity Employer

Nan)in the Pepsi generation!

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics

•

THOMAS H.
HAYES
President, Memphi s
Transit Authority
The-ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA Chain is to be commended on their s•lection of
such a highly populated area, where food prices will be fitted to th• consumers
pocket, and easier for him to get to and from the market. This shopping center adds
to the value of all surrounding property and gives job opportunities to youth as well
as grown ups, and as a leader of your community, I am pleased with the progress it
will give the City of Memphis. The widely advertised prices will give shoppers
. more for their dollars. WE WELCOME A&P TO THE SOUTH SIDE.
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People: Our Most Valuable Asset
01 It t sTI)111.:ItS
R Fl I
1*,(a It
policy
has
Comtreat
each
been
and every
to
Tea
The Atlantic and Pacific
employee
equally
fairly.
and
To put it
flourished
founded
has
and
pany was
A&p's
policy
quality,
plainly,
all qualiand
that
is
dedication
to
because of a
quality
applicants
receive
do
fied
equal
cononly
that
believes
company
the
sideration in the employment process,
people make up a good organization.
and that all employees are treated
equally and fairly in upgrading, in
People provide the competitive
training and all other phases of emedge; they make the difference. Today,
poyee relations in every job category
more than ever, A & P is dependent
within the company.
on its employees — from the Chairman of the Board down to the newest
No employee of the Atlantic and
worker in one of our supermarkets —
Pacific
leadership
Tea Comany, at any level, is
to maintain its position of
advancemen
denied
t or development beindustry.
in the grocery
cause of his race, creed, color, national
origin, or, for that matter, sex.
A & P's personnel policies are designed to attract — and keep — the
In addition to the fact that it is
quality people the company wants and
just and right, such a policy makes
needs.
good business sense. It means that
A&P utilizes to the fullest all the availIn the past few years, industry has
able human resources of the compPny
initiated a bold new concept in the
in every area of its operation. It offers
cause for equal opportunity for all
qualified employees from minoritya challenge to each employee to work
to his fullest capacity because advancegroups and to insure that they receive
compenconsideratio
hiring,
ment and recognition are based entirely
in
n
equal
sation, promotion, transferring and
on performance.
training.
THIS country today bears the burThis concept is an outgrowth of the
dens of years of indifference to its
establishment by the late John F. Kensocial problems and is paying the price
nedy on March 6, 1961, of the Presiin racial unrest and disturbances. And,
dent's Committee on Equal Opporas a result, it is not enough for A&P
tunity.
to merely state its position as an equal
opportunity employer. The company
THIS, however, is not a new posimust take the initiative and has done
tion for A&P. From the beginning, the
so by going into Negro communities in
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an effort to encourage Negroes to seek
a place in our industry.
Tea, ronlantic brew of ages, led
directly to the founding of The Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, the
nation's oldest and best known food
store chain.

Some may call this special treatment; others defend it as sound recruiting practice. Whatever the case, however, once a person applies for a job
with A&P, he ceases to be either a
Negro or white in the company's eyes.
He is an individual in competition. In
effect, it is his abilities and potential
against those of all other applicants:
If he is chosen for the' job, these aspects
— and these alone — are the reason.

More than 107 years ago, a man
spied George Huntington Hartford
sonceived an idea for the sale of tea
Which formed the basis for what is now
considered the world's most efficient
method of food distribution.
In the pre-civil war days of 1859,
tea came to America in the famed
China Clipper ships. After the long
'voyage, tea still had to do a lot of
traveling before it reached the housed

What the Negro community says
it desires today, above all, is the assurance that if it accepts as fact industry's promises of fair treatment,
this belief shall be dealt with in good
faith.

wife's pat.
Bought and sold many times by
middlemen, tea passed through the
hands of brokers, wholesalers arid jobbers. Each tacked on his costs of business and added a profit. The price
werit up and UP. Few persons could
afford to buy tea in retail stores.

THERE are many ways a company
can show its good faith, A&P firmly
believes that its sound- and fair emand
ployment policy, as well as the
friendly service each A&P customer receives, is a clear and strong demonstration of the company's intentions.

George Huntington Ha rtfor d,
founder of the A & P, had th6 idea
that. if he could bypass some of the
intermediary agents and simplify .the
complicated marketing procedure of
those days and eliminate -delays, he
could sell quality tea at a lower price
to more people.

A&P recognizes the Negro's problems in our rapidly changing society
and, as a corporate citizen who has
linked arms with many Negro communities, is attempting to do its part
in helping its fellow Americans achieve
ful participation in our way of life.

Direct From China
Arrangements were made for the
shipment of a clipper load of prime
tea direct from China. As soon as the
cargc arrived at the New York wharf
it was unloaded and moved straight to
a little, gas-lit, red-fronted store on
Vesey Street in New York. The tea was
put on sale at about one-third the usual
price.
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Town people and country people
surprised at being able to purchase
this luxury at a_ price they could afford, crowded the store.
Soon horses' iron shoes and the rims
of wagon wheels struck sparks from
the cobblestones.
One of the world's great companies
was born on that day. The little Vesey
Street store was the first of the great
chain of food stores to be developed
By the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Company.

":.

Cuts Costs
The basic idea was and remains
stound. By shortening the route of food
oetween producer and consumer, by
eliminating delays and by bypassing
the costs and profits of needless handling and rehandling, a quality product
could be retailed at a lower price to a
greatly-increased number of people.
This idea is today the fundamental
philosophy back of A & P's method of
food distribution.

p•MA

Now, as when the Vesev Street.
store was company headquarters, the
company's tea trade still centers in
New York. But now the ships unload
their cargoes directly into the A & P's
bonded waterfront warehouse where
the leaf is blended, sampled and tested
by a board of experts and packaged.

AN EASY REACH —Modern Shelving makes for easier shopping. When A&P Store Shoppers visit
me new store am 1500 So. Lauderdale
Street this week end, opening Wednesday, November 16, 1966. They will find any time they wish is
within easy reach. The Company ha:,
spared no expense to bring Memphis one of the most modern stores to be found anywhere.

THE A&P SEAL MEANS QUALITY, TRY OUR BRANDS
How many women tle you think put any faith
in nationally known brands? You can bet, millions.
Why? Because many of the known brands are quality
items and become well fixed in the minds of consumers when they're highly exposed.
But nationally known brands don't have a monopoly on quality ... they just don't.
The Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (A&P)
manfactures several quality producta which carry
the A&P seal. We don't always sound horns or beat
drums about our products, but we take a great deal
of pride in them.
Read our slogan: "All brands bearing the A&P
peal are not better than national brands ... some are
only just as good." Pick one! Try it! Agree or it
doesn't cost you a penny.
We're proud of the A&P seal so it's only on the
finest.
Maybe you've seen some of our brands. Maybe
you've even tried a few of them. Let's see, there's
Zight O'Clock Coffee, dexola vegetable oil, Ann Page
Ketchup, Jane Parker Baked Goods and several others.
We make bread, canned foods and ... you just about
name it and we've got it.
Many people have asked us why we. have private
brands. -

1.t.tU. Hot fiprE,t

One-seventh of all the tea consumed
in the United States is distributed
under the A 8z P brand names—"Our
Own," and "Nectar."
Before it is finally purchased, buyers acting for A & P at the market
send small samples to "tasting" headquarters. 'There the subtle qualities
of the season's crop is analyzed and
the type and amounts needed are decided upon. This is important in keeping
the two A & P brands up to their individual standards year after year.

ROY H. REUBENSTAHL
New A & P Vice-President

Reubenstahl
promoted in
the A&P Co.
CHICAGO — Roy H. Reubenstahl,
general superintendent of The Great A
& P Tea Company's Louisville Unit,
has been elected vice president of the
company's Middle Western Division,
according to an announcement by President Philip Nyquist.

In his new position, Mr. Ruebenstai:1 will continue to head A & P's
Louisville Unit, which services stores
in parts of Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,
Tennessee and, very shortly Mississipi.p
A native of Louisville, the A&P executive first started to work with the
food chain in 1930 as an after-school
part-timer. He became a full time employee in 1941 and moved rapidly up
the promotional ladder.
After. serving as a super market
manager, he joined the sale department, and later became divisional
candy and company products representative in Detroit. He was made assistant sales manager of the Grand
Rapids Unit in 1953.
Returning to his native Louisville

in 1959, he was elevated to the post of
sales manager the following year and
served in this capacity until his promotion to general superintendent in
1964.
Reubenstahl is married to the former Ann Figgins of Nashville. They
have a son, Roy, Jr., and a daughter
Kitty Ann.
In addition to his responsibilities at
A&P, Reubenstahl is also active in civic and community affairs. He is a
member of the Strathmoor Presbyterian Church, Chamber of Commerce,
and Big Spring Country Club. His hobbies are golfing, and collecting and refinishing Early American furniture.
A&P FAMOUS FOR JANE PARKER
BAKERIES
A & P is proud of its Jane Parker
Products and sees that the finest ingredients are used at their bakeries.
As the nation's leading food merchant, A & P feels that it is the company's duty to deliver full satisfaction
to its customers. For this reason the
company maintains very rigid controls
to protect the freshness of the products it sells.
All products sold under the Jane
Parker label carry a daily freshness
date. After this date the product is
sold as day-old-bread at a lower price
ow is discarded.

14'.:1g4

For one reason, they're our finest values.
They help us live up to our century old pledge ...
to provide the best food to the most people for the
least amount of money. That's important, don't you
agree?
We want our customers to be completely satisfied
... not only with our service and the friendly peones
you do business with
but also with the goods you
purchase from us.
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It's our way of saying, "Thanks for letting us
serve you."
The people at A&P stores know their products and
they'd like you to get to know them, too. We're not
suggesting disregard the national brands. After all,
we're not saying we're superior to them. All we ask is
that you give us a try. If you like us, it could wean a
savings to you.
•

You know, in this world of jet power, the high
cost of living, saving money is important. We feel
It's part of our responsibility to help you save money.
We're not consultants, nor are we In the banking
business. We're just here to serve you in any way
we can.
Are A&P private branch; a good reason for shopping'A&P? Well, We think they're one of many. Give
us a try, won't you?

—nee- +,1t.
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U11.1)ER and liLNJ ‘MIN KELLY

to make mention of Ray Wilder, A Ma Supervisor and Benjamin Kelly, the New Lauderdale Store Assistant
Nhonager who
low. been a geniis!, in the Building of Good Relation with all the people in this area. I find
it easy to find words of expression to deliver
for people of their :a:Ind./rd. (//, in and meet :di I )1 these wotulerful people, you will find shopping
a pleasure at A & P, because A & P and"
their employee?. care about you and your community.
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COFFEE IS AN A 4k l' FEATURE /TEM—Although A ot P got
it.•• start
by Importing tea, one of thesfeatures of the comport) is It' coffee.
Shoppers
can find as A di P brand coffee to suit any taste ... and can grind
It thent•elyrii.
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DEFENDER

Dedicated...To Your Service

ENJOYMENT — Mrs. Rose a recruiting officer in Little
Mary Waidran has 15 years of Rock, Ark. My husband is asservice with A & P in meats. sistant
plant superintendent and DEDICATED — Mr. Ed Glov- Such is not the law. For this
She admittedly enjoys every
LOYALTY — Willie Benjamin system for 14 yetars...ten years Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority' Summer Avenue store, and Lb. minute of working and helping has charge of production with er, long-time A & P employee,
belief ilinne. A & P Mit built
Kelly's career began with A & at Magnolia School and four with
their annual scholarship 423 North Cleveland store. customers with meat purchas- the Tresel Manufacturing C,om- may well be described as a this beautiful store, a wonder.
P Stores back in 1941, while he years at Lincoln Junior High program,
which will be pres- Kelley tiros that he is with the es. planning parties, and pre- pany. We tranferred from dedicated man. His own words ful location, and we look for.
was a student at MUnassas High School. Kelly has served 15
ented on the 19th of December. A & P Stores because be feels paring for club gatherings. In Ohio in 1960 to Germantown, best establish this description. yard to opening, when again,
School. In 1941 there was only years as superintendent of the
Ile is serving as advisor and the company is really one of her own words, "I am married Tennessee. We own our own "In the year 1935, believing Ise make new
customers and
one A & P Store in the Mem- First Baptist Church t Broad
instructor of the Lincoln Junior the best companies in the en- and have two sons. Glenn, who home and lose Memphis. and deeply that men do not attract
phis area. "Kelley" as he is Street), before his retirement High
which
want,
that
the
but
that
tire
world,
and
hoping
he
is
people
who
live
hear"
Dance Group. Kelly has
Is a chemical engineer at the all the
called by most people, worked,several years ago. Kelley is a
worked at most of the present, that all of those who wish him Pleating Arsenal in Dover, Mrs. Waidran is described as which they are, I was gratified "M), wife, Frances Glover, is
his way through high school and 33rd Degree Mason tnd is now
A & P Stores. The most recentl well wiU mlake the closest A & N.J.; and Jim, who is a lieuten- a super-saleswoman, and sl- with the harmonizing action in Area Manager for Field Enterearned two degrees while at teaching the Young Men's Biones a r e the Summer a n d P Store to them. . -"YOUR ant (Junior grade) in the Navy, ready sold 450 turkeys to au thought to this belief to join prises Educational corporttion.
the A & P. He taught schooll ble Class at the First Baptist
hands in labor with the great We have two children, a daughHighland store, the Park and COMMUNITY STORE!".
and who is presently serving as customer for Thanksgiving.
in the Memphis public schoolt Church. He is working with thel
A & P Food Stores. These have ter and son-in-law, Dr. and
been happy years of service] Mrs. Chas. Salta, a s d two
... one hand toward the Com- grand children, living in Lakep a n y, seeking
knowledge land, Florida. Our son, Gus, is
through years of research: the attending the University
other hand extended to all (met of North (brolina, on a National Science Foundation Fellowcustomers to serve.
"To desire is to obtain, to as- ship, working on his Ph.D. in
pire is to achietve. Shall man's Carbonate Petrology. As for
basest desires ieceive the ful- my Part time activity. I am
lest measure of gratification Director of Music for the Raandhispurest aspirations leigh Methodist ChUrch. Lookstarve for lack of substance? ing forward to serving you!"
•

THRILLED
Mrs. Rosie Floyd
is looking forward with pleasure
to the opening of the new A & P
Store. She says, "I have been
with A & P five years. I have
never hail the pleasure of help.

ing open a new store. So I am
very excited ahout it. I have
three sons, James, Robert and
Gordon Floyd. I have been
mtrried to James Floyd for
the past 16 years."

PROGRESS — Mrs. Betty Sue small West Tennessee town, I
Sullivan is a symbol of pro- helped my father in his clothing
gress in the A & P organization. store and operatd a florist
She tells it as follosw "You shop.
might say I am almost a new "My four children are grown.
have four small grandmember of the A & P family. and
As most of the employees have children of whom I am very
from fifteen to twenty or more proud.
years with the Company. But "I enjoy re-finishing and reI am pleased to come to this storing old furniture and neebeautiful new store as a full- dle-work. . .especially , copying
time employee, after being a old quilts, I am a member d HAPPY -- Mrs. Lucile Raine) "I am now with the A & P
part time employee since Feb.' Rebecca Memorial Methodist' Is happy to be an employee of Company. I have enjosed evruary 1961,
Church."
A & P by her own testimony ery moment of it. The store
"I came to Memphis from a
She says, "I have lived in opening is like Christmas to me.
Memphis all my adult life. I I am looking for the lerfinished Booker T. Washington prises' Santa will bang. I hope
High School. I am married. We the company will be as pleased
have three children. We are with me as I am with A & P.
members of Emmanuel Bap- I am a checker for the store
tist Church, Rev. W. E. Rags- where I am employed."
dale, pastor.

Eltirrison Scott,"I've been with the company
GRATEFUL
Jr., is ad A & P employee who six years. Since the time I
has a deep gratitude toward started I have tried to apply
the company. He writes, "I am myself to the things that have
k
very grateful to be employed been expected of me. And in
EXPERIENCED — Mrs. Myr- one store twice, prior to the
by the great A & P Tea Com- doing so, the company has seen
tle Widdows is not new at the opening of this new store.
pany. To me, the things this fit to promote me to dairy manopening of new A & P Stores. My husband was transferred
company stands for, such as ager.
She informs as follows: "I have to Memphis wih International
the ability to care for its cus- "I am a graduate of Ware
been with A & P since Jan- Harvester to help open that
tomers by offering them the Hieh School, Somerville, Tenuary. 1951. 1 have served in plant. My son is now teaching
FOR
SERVICE
—
William
Cal,He
has
been
an
employee
of
best in food. lit low prices, nessee, class of 1956, with honeach A & P in, Memphis during at the University of Tennessee
houn was born in Nashville, A & P for seven years.
fairness, good w ork ing con- ors. I am married and have two
this time, thus mtking many! and completing his work on his
ditions, and opportunities for thildren. I have firm religious Tennessee, Oct. 4, 1940. Ile and His hobbies are listening to' friends. . .both employees and
Doctorate in Entomology. My
his
wife,
Mary
Lou,
moved
stereo
records
and
taking
in
those who apply themselves, convictions. I enjoy family outfrom Dyer e. b u r g, Tenn., to good movies. Mr. Calhoun is a customers. I have had the daughter has one fine son.
are what I consider as truel ings, and most sports."
Memphis, where they now re- member of the Tennesse Na- pleasure of opening two new the pride of my life."
greatness.
stores and in the re-opening of
side at 3693 Carnes Avenue.
1 tional Guard.

JOHN BARBIERI
"Who cares?" I think this possibly is the finest slogan A & P
could have adorted. After 4.4
years service with the A & P
Company. I find A & P cares

DELORIS ASHWORTH:
George Ashworth. 1,,ho is a truck
ROOSEVELT SAIN
noticed my interest, and promo-f I have been working A & P driver for Memphis Trucking
I have been with A & P Tea Co tions came. Later I moved tathe Company since 1947, and have Company. I have had the pleasfor customers and for employ• twelve years. and have enjoyed meat department as a meat cut- enjoyed every minute of it. I ure of enjoying the opening of
ees. The new store is a very every moment of the time. I ter. I am married and have five like pleasing people. I am a three A & P Stores, and really
fine installation and it will he have winked in all di partments. children. I am a member of checker, and I am the last one enjoyed every opening. I am a
a pleasure to see people in it and first promotion was asst. the P.T.A. and Neighborhood' to make sure the customers are member o f Oakville Baptist
whom a company cares for. produce manager. I did my.Civic Club. I also enjoy mosti satisfied before leaving the Church. Rev. Jimmy Robinson,
job well and the company! sports.
store. I am happily married to pastor.

•

LIKES EXPANSION — Ralph years. My job is in the meat
E. Hogan appreciates the open- department.
ing of the new A & P Store.,"My family consists of my wife
lie states, "I am happy to seel Johnnie and three girls, Karen,
A & P expanding in the Mem- Karla, 6, and Angelon, 214. My
phis area. I have been em- 1 home is Memphis and now I
ployed by A & P for over six live in West Memphis, Arkansas."

ACTIVE — Walter Westhrooks.I a member of Gl Id Baptist
7603 Old Brownsville Road, Is I Church. Rev. H. D. Carmichael.
a trusted and veteran employee' pastor. M. 1Vesthrenkc is Sunof A & P Stores. He is hear' day S chool superintendent,
stock and receive, for the stoic. Sunday school intructor a n d
He emphasized the word "su- teacher, Church officer a a d
permarket" in all references to, treasurer, vice president of the
A & P. Mr. Westbrooks is in Gilfield church Boys' Club. He
active churchman as well as On looks forotrd with pleasure to
active A & P employee. He is the opening of the new store.
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PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. NOV. 19

WEDNESDAY-NOV.16

BEEF STEAK SALE!
T-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND
21T MATURED

34

lb.

lb•

J

JANE PARKER

DONUTS

4

REG. 290
SAVE 100

DOZ.19

J

FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT
OR
ORANGES

g

LB. Act
BAG immi°

r

ANTI FREEZE

PRESTONE
158
GAL.

Th MARVEL GAL. 1.39
J

FREE

FREE

1-14 Oz. CTN. A&P GELATIN SALAD

1-QT. AMERICAN WHOLE DILL PICKLES

With Purchase Of

With Purchase Of

1 JAR AT REGULAR PRICE

1-CTN. AT REGULAR PRICE

1-12 OZ. JAR RAINBOW CRISPY
PIX
38C
PICKLES

)
-L.-

5 LB. BAG MARTHA
WHITE CORN MEAL
With Purchase Of

4 OZ. CAN BUSH GREAT
/
1 • 151
NORTHERN BEANS
With Purchase Of 2-151/
2 Oz. Cans
2 151/2 OZ. 'AO
CANS LV
rft

7
4 7c

YAMS
3 29c

32 OZ. JAR BLACKBURNS SYRUP

FREE

CRANBERRY
E
SAUC
A&P BRAND

4:-.13x. 99

FREE

BOTH 69°

LB.

J

229
r! .
1 -Lb.
PORK CHITTERLINGS .10 BUL_KET
CANS
SUIZTRIGHT 480
SMOKED LINK‘ SAUSAGE
Ocean Spray 4 L,bs 81r
PURE PORK SAUSAGE STARLING 3BLEA/6 119 J A&P
1/4 PORK LOIN SLICED INTO CHOPS LB. 65°
BACON
ENDS & PIECES
230
BOX
1-LB.
ARISTO-CRAT
CRACKERS
QT. 490
MIRACLE WHIP SALADKRnA_.R.FETSSING
4
415½0Z 490
GREEN BEANS OR PEAS IHA
1-11 CANS 100
A&P
SAUCE
APPLE
MACKERAL PACKERS LABEL 15w. CAN 250
OZ. JAR 990
10
COFFEE A&P INSTANT
KRAFT
VELVEETA CHEESE SPREAD
2 LB. LOAF 980
LBS
4 LB. CTN. 790
LARD SUNNYFIELD PURE

FREE

1-5# BAG MARTHA
WHITE.FLOUR

19c

FRESH NECK BONES
FRESH PIGS FEET
FRESH PIG TAILS

BOTH 390
FREE

1-CTN. Mrs. WEAVERS SALAD

BOTH

290

MORRELL PRIDE SPECIALS

BACON ENDS & PIECES

With Purchase Of

1-CTN. AT REGULAR RETAIL

BOTH

490

SPARE RIBS
SEMI BONELESS HAMS

4 g 99c
49c
Lb 69'

Lb

With Purchase Of

BOTH

ARMOUR STAR

SKINLESS FRANKS

12 Oz.
Pkt.

BOLOGNA - BY THE PIECE
PLANTATION SAUSAGE

Lb.
lb

45'
59'

